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Abstract
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) operating at long wavelength (1.3-
1.55 µm) are of great interest as inexpensive, high-performance light sources for
optical communication systems. The vertical geometry and the small dimensions of the
laser cavity are advantageous for on-chip testing, packaging, effective fibre coupling
and potential low-cost fabrication. Operation at long wavelength is favourable for
applications in fibre-optical communication due to the superior transmission character-
istics in standard silica fibres. However, in contrast to GaAs-based VCSELs operating
at wavelengths below 1 µm, which have seen a tremendous development in recent
years, the progress for the long-wavelength devices has been much slower. This is
mainly due to intrinsic material problems in the GaInAsP alloy system. The limited
refractive index contrast between InP and GaInAsP is of specific importance, impeding
the fabrication of an all-epitaxial device structure with two monolithically integrated
semiconductor distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) as it is common for GaAs-based
VCSELs. Instead, the most successful designs have relied on the combination of an
InP-based active region with DBRs from different material systems. To date, the best
performing VCSELs for long wavelength employ two GaAs-based mirrors, requiring
two wafer-fusion steps and three substrates; hence leaving questions for a strategy
toward reliability, full wafer scale processing and cost management. For this reason,
there is a strong interest in monolithic devices, i.e., devices that can be grown entirely
on InP-substrate in a more inexpensive process. However, only very recently there are
designs reported in literature operating continuous-wave at room temperature employ-
ing a monolithically integrated mirror.

In this thesis, long-wavelength VCSELs based on integrated InP/GaInAsP Bragg
reflectors grown by metal-organic vapour-phase epitaxy are presented and analysed.
The first chapter gives an introduction to long-wavelength VCSELs, including a
review of the state-of-the-art devices as well as a discussion of material and design
related issues. The second chapter of the thesis goes into detail with DBR design,
device design, fabrication technology as well as the characterisation and analysis of the
lasers. Two structures based on an InP/GaInAsP bottom mirror are presented: a semi-
insulating InP:Fe regrown laser structure and a single-wafer-fused structure. The
regrown laser employs a dielectric top mirror and operates continuous-wave up to
-9 °C and pulsed up to 45 °C. The single-wafer-fused laser makes use of a GaAs/
AlGaAs top mirror and shows an improved performance. This was the first device
based on an integrated InP/GaInAsP mirror reported to operate continuous-wave near
room temperature (at 17 °C), and it operates pulsed up to temperatures as high as
101 °C. The advantages and drawbacks of both designs are discussed. A third VCSEL
structure discussed in this thesis is based on a so-called air-gap mirror. Herein, every
second layer in an InP/GaInAs stack has been removed, resulting in a very high-index
contrast Bragg reflector. This VCSEL, which is optically pumped, was the first of its
kind ever reported for long wavelength.

Descriptors: InP, GaInAsP, long-wavelength, VCSEL, vertical cavity laser, semicon-
ductor laser, distributed Bragg reflector, semiconductor processing
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1. Introduction

1.1 Long-Wavelength VCSELs

1.1.1 Outline of This Work

In this work, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs*) employing mono-
lithically integrated InP/GaInAsP distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) for a wavelength
of 1.55 µm are presented. A major result of the work is the first demonstration of a
1.55 µm VCSEL based on an InP/GaInAsP DBR operating continuous-wave (cw)
near room temperature (RT). After a brief introduction to long-wavelength vertical-
cavity lasers in Section 1.1, I will outline important design issues and the state-of-the-
art designs for long-wavelength VCSELs in Section 1.2. The device tuning and the
technology for integrated mirrors that led to the realisation of the devices in this thesis
are addressed in separate subsections. A motivation for long-wavelength VCSELs
based on integrated InP/GaInAsP mirrors is given, followed by a review of the designs
of such lasers. In Section 1.3, materials issues for mirrors and active layers are
discussed. In Sections 2.1 to 2.3, I will present the layouts of the devices fabricated in
this work in detail. Fabrication and processing technology of the devices are discussed
in Section 2.4. Chapter 3 is a guideline to the papers, adding some issues on device
performance and analysis that are not addressed in the publications. The thesis is
concluded in Chapter 4.

                                               
* besides VCSEL, the term vertical-cavity laser, VCL, is common in literature
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1.1.2 Optical Communication

Throughout the past five decades, semiconductors have gained tremendous impor-
tance. Starting off with the invention of the first transistor in 1947, the influence of
semiconductor technology on our daily life has increased to a level where we can
hardly imagine living without them. As for optoelectronics, a large variety of commer-
cial components has emerged, which are employed in various everyday applications:
laser diodes in compact-disc-players, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), displays, trans-
mitter sources for optical communication, laser-printers, scanners and many more.

In semiconductor technology, information processing is, and has always been, a
major focus. In the early years - and still nowadays - this has been a rather local
process (i.e., taking place in individual machines, such as computers) and a major
concern has been the downscaling and the increase of speed of the circuitry, mainly on
the basis of silicon technology. With the increasing demand of exchange of data, i.e.,
data transmission between individual machines and users, networks have become
increasingly important subjects of research. Such networks have already been existing
before the semiconductor age; namely the worldwide telephone networks. Already
here, the increase of speed and transmission capacity was a major concern. This led to
the shift from twisted-wire pair networks to coaxial cable systems in the 1940s resul-
ting in microwave-communication systems. However, the main purpose of these
systems has been the transmission of voice channels. With the introduction of semi-
conductor-based computers, the demand of large data transmission capacity increased
tremendously. Emerging from local networks involving only a few subscribers (say,
within a work-group, a company or a building), a far more sophisticated overall-struc-
ture has been built during the past decades until today. A world-spanning network,
known as the Internet or the World-Wide-Web (WWW), provides the possibility to
access an enormous amount of information for each individual. The growth rate of this
information, 34% p.a. according to Japanese statistics1, indicates its importance and its
impact on our lives.

The most impressive improvement in building this network has been the transition
from microwave to optical data transmission. Both have in common that the infor-
mation is carried by electromagnetic waves. In optical communication systems optical
fibres are employed as the transmission medium. However, the capacity of such fibres
is gigantic: a single fibre is able to carry as much as 300,000,000 telephone calls -
simultaneously. Today, the fibres are rolled out at 800 km/h around the world2. This
large-scale deployment of such fibre-optical systems started in the 1980s, and since
then data communication has been revolutionised as the limits of transmission-rate
have exploded.

The coupling of optical communication to microelectronics has turned out a major
concern in order to realise these systems. This is because silicon is not suitable for
optoelectronics due to its indirect energy band gap. Facing enormous demands and
markets, this gave a huge push to the research on compound semiconductor light
sources, giving birth to all kind of lasers for telecommunication. Today, the most
common devices for this purpose are distributed feed back (DFB) lasers. With the
development of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers and their maturity for short
wavelength, this laser type as well has become an interesting light source for applica-
tions such as in access networks and local area networks (LAN).
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1.1.3 Vertical-Cavity Laser Diodes

The most distinctive feature of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser is the fact that, in
contrast to an in-plane laser, the laser oscillation as well as the out-coupling of the
laser beam occur in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the laser chip. This
fundamental difference is shown in Figure 1-1. The overall cavity length is much
shorter for a VCSEL than for an in-plane laser, typically some few µm as compared to
some hundreds of µm. This results in a very high mode selectivity as well as in a much
shorter gain region. Therefore, the mirror reflectivity in a VCSEL has to be much
higher for the round-trip gain to compensate for the losses in the cavity, including
mirrors. For the same reason, most devices employ quantum-wells (QWs) as active
material. The first VCSEL operation was demonstrated in 19793. Since then, much
research effort has been spent on the development of these devices. In the early years,
the work concentrated on gallium arsenide-based devices operating at wavelengths of
850-980 nm. The reason was mainly the inherent properties of the GaAs material
system in this wavelength regime, i.e., a choice of lattice matched materials meeting
most of the important requirements related to quarter-wavelength mirror fabrication,
active layer design, and current confinement schemes. The employment of distributed
Bragg reflectors with very high reflectivity (> 99 %), especially monolithically inte-
grated mirrors4, has led to a breakthrough in laser performance5. Highly reflective mir-
rors allow for small active volumes and hence contribute to the low threshold currents
in VCSELs. While the maturity for short-wavelength VCSELs is high today, the devel-
opment of long-wavelength devices has been much slower due to the problems
inherent in this wavelength regime as well as in the material. So far, no VCSEL in the
wavelength range of 1.3 µm to 1.55 µm has become commercially available. When this
thesis work was started in early 1995, there was not even reported continuous-wave
operation of any long-wavelength VCSEL at room temperature. At present, there are
several such reports (see Section 1.2.2), and the commercial implementation is most
likely just a matter of time. The crucial point for the success of long-wavelength
VCSELs will be their ability to compete with the well-implemented in-plane lasers, in
particular in terms of fabrication costs.

in-plane laser

VCSEL

light output

Figure 1-1 Fundamental difference of a VCSEL and an in-plane laser.
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1.1.4 Advantages, Applications and Requirements

VCSELs are advantageous light sources for fibre-optic communication systems (e.g.,
fibre-optics and optical interconnects) for various reasons. The longitudinal mode
spacing is large due to the short cavity. For in-plane lasers special efforts have to be
made to achieve single longitudinal mode operation, e.g. the use of gratings. The small
active volume of VCSELs and the highly reflective mirrors enable the devices to
operate at very low threshold currents. In many applications, this low threshold current
as well as the low power consumption are favourable as compared to edge emitters.
The low power makes the integration of many devices easier, and their heat dissipation
is lower. Due to their geometry, the DBRs are not exposed to the environment, mini-
mising mechanical mirror damage. Furthermore, catastrophic optical damage (COD) in
the mirrors due to absorption of the light in a layer with reduced band gap close to the
facet is an unknown mechanism in DBRs. VCSELs also offer a vast variety of
advantages in manufacturing. These concern cost-effective fabrication, on-chip
testability, and the easy fabrication of two-dimensional arrays. VCSELs do not need to
be cleaved and hence they enable monolithic integration with other optoelectronic
devices such as photodetectors, modulators or hetero-bipolar transistors (HBTs)6.
Unlike in edge emitters, the output beam is circular and of a low divergence. This is
ideal for fibre-optical communication systems, where the effective fibre coupling
(> 90%) of vertical laser diodes allows relaxed tolerance in alignment7. For edge
emitters, the cost for fibre alignment can easily exceed the cost for the fabrication of
the actual laser.

So far, GaAs-based VCSELs for short wavelength have managed to comply with
the requirements for optical communication systems. Devices are available with micro-
ampere threshold currents as low as 8.7 µA8, high light power outputs up to 180 mW9,
a conversion efficiency as high as 57 %10, lifetimes of several tens of thousand of hours
and high modulation frequencies up to 21 GHz11. Today, 850 nm VCSELs are used for
short-distance data communication up to 1 Gb/s. They are candidates for various high-
speed system applications such as the Gigabit-Ethernet. However, despite the
impressive performance, their disadvantage is that they are not well adapted to silica
fibres. Due to the dispersion and absorption in the fibre, the maximum achievable
distance will always be lower than for long-wavelength devices due to the limited bit-
rate·distance product. Still, in local area networks using silica multimode fibres (MMF)
both, long-wavelength lasers and short-wavelength lasers can operate, though already
here the maximum bit rate is higher for long wavelength. Multimode fibres are easier to
align to sources and detectors, but the transmission suffers from inter-modal dispersion
(different fibre modes travelling at different velocities). In fact, most of the newer
networks are using or will use single-mode fibres (SMF) due to the suppressed inter-
modal dispersion. At this point the problem arises that SMF for 1.55 µm is no longer
single mode for 850 nm, i.e., another type of fibre would have to be installed for
850 nm. However, the loss/dispersion features as well as the compatibility to existing
wide area networks (WAN) strongly favour standard single-mode fibres for long wave-
length, and push the development of long-wavelength VCSELs.
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1.1.5 Problems and Challenges at Long Wavelength

In this section I will address the reasons why, as compared to the short-wavelength
VCSELs, the progress in the long-wavelength regime has been considerably slower.
The major obstacles are

• Mechanisms in the material related to long wavelengths, such as the intrinsically
higher non-radiative losses, i.e., Auger recombination and inter-valence band
absorption (IVBA)12,13. This is in addition to the already thicker, and thereby more
absorptive, layers for long wavelengths, e.g. in DBRs.

• The materials issue. Unlike in the short-wavelength range, where the active
materials as well as the DBR materials are based on the very same GaAs-substrate,
for long wavelength this is not as easy to realise.

For the fabrication of long-wavelength VCSELs, the choice of substrate is not straight-
forward. For neither of the two widespread substrates indium phospide and gallium
arsenide (both of which are transparent for wavelengths in the 1.3 to 1.55 µm regime)
is there a choice of lattice matched materials that covers all aspects to be addressed for
successful device performance. While InP is the first choice for active layers with high
gain, GaAs is the one for high-reflectivity DBRs. As compared hereto, highly reflective
InP-based DBRs can be realised only with a rather large number of periods. This is due
to the lack of lattice matched materials with a large step in refractive index. However,
the two material systems cannot be combined by epitaxial growth due to too large a
difference of the lattice constants (Figure 1-1), which will cause relaxation processes in
the crystal when the over-layer thickness exceeds a critical value.

Figure 1-1 Lattice constants and band gap energy for various materials and material systems.
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This problem can be overcome by wafer fusion* which softens the limitations imposed
by the lattice constants and enables the combination of different materials with favour-
able properties into one structure. The technique of wafer fusion has emerged during
the past decade, starting with the fusion of III-V compounds to silicon14, and has deve-
loped into a valuable tool for device fabrication since then. Besides VCSELs15,16, a
variety of devices makes advantage of it, e.g. resonant cavity detectors17 or transparent
substrate LEDs18,19. Today, the latter are the only commercially available wafer-fused
devices on the market. However, wafer fusion is still a controversial technique in terms
of device reliability, and for this reason there is a vital interest in the fabrication of
monolithic devices based either on InP (as in this thesis) or on GaAs.

1.1.6 Distributed Bragg Reflectors

The DBRs employed in state-of-the-art devices are λ/4-multilayer stacks. The theory
of these mirrors is well known and will not be discussed in detail in this work. More
information can be found in the literature20. The basic principle is the constructive (in-
phase) reflection of light at a series of subsequent interfaces, each of an refractive
index step ∆n = nhigh - nlow , where nhigh designates the material with the higher refrac-
tive index and nlow the one with the lower index. This effect leads to the formation of a
so-called stop band in the vicinity of the Bragg-wavelength λB as shown in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1 In-phase reflection in a multilayer stack of λ/4 layer pairs (a)
and the stop band originating from this effect (b).

In approximation for an infinite mirror, the bandwidth ∆ω of the stop band in the
frequency domain depends on the index contrast as20:

∆ω
π

ω= ⋅ ⋅
−

+











−4
0

1sin
n n

n n
high low

high low

      Equation 1-1

In our case, i.e., for ∆ω << ω and for small argument in the sin-1, this formula can be
simplified to an expression in the more convenient wavelength domain:

                                               
* also referred to as wafer bonding
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∆λ
π

λ= ⋅ ⋅
−

+











4
0

n n

n n
high low

high low

,   Equation 1-2

i.e., a larger index contrast results in a wider stop band. The quality and the properties
of DBRs employed in VCSELs are of major importance. The main requirement for a
DBR is to provide a reflectivity far beyond 99 %. Whether this can be reached or not,
critically depends on the loss in the mirror. For an ideal mirror without any absorption,
the reflectivity can reach any desired value simply by adding layer pairs and thereby
decreasing the mirror transmission. In a real DBR, however, the peak reflectivity is
limited by the absorption in the mirror stack. The amount of loss depends on the
material absorption α and the penetration depth Lp of the light into the mirror stack.
Thus, we yield for the reflected intensity:

( )I I Lp= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅0 2exp α , Equation 1-3

where I0  is the intensity of the incident light and I is the light intensity after reflection.
The percentage of loss is then:

[ ] ( )loss
I

I
L Lp p% ( ) exp= ⋅ − = ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ≈ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅100 1 100 2 100 2

0

α α      Equation 1-4

For this reason, a mirror with high penetration depth is very sensitive to absorption.
The penetration depth in turn depends on ∆n as:

 L
np =

⋅
λ

4 ∆
,   Equation 1-5

where λ is the light wavelength. Hence, DBRs with high index contrast ∆n are less
sensitive to loss. The same holds for the sensitivity for phase shift due to imperfect
layer thickness. The phase variation dφ/dλ depends on the index contrast as

d

d

n
dn

d
n

φ
λ

π
λ

λ
λ

= ⋅
− ⋅0

0∆
,        Equation 1-6

where n1  ≈ n2 ≈ n. Another effect due to the penetration of light into the multilayer
stack is that the reflectivity is reduced by diffraction. This is of no importance for
infinite planar structures, but as the VCSEL occupies a finite area on the mirror it can
considerably reduce the reflectivity. This increases the importance of lateral optical
confinement in the VCSEL, e.g., favours the use of an etched pillar rather than im-
planted or regrown designs. In summary, DBRs with high index contrast are favour-
able to obtain wide stop bands, to reduce the penetration depth, and thereby mirror and
diffraction losses. Figure 1-2 shows the achievable peak reflectivity for different
material systems, where the assumed average absorption is indicated.
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Figure 1-2 DBR reflectivity as a function of layer pairs for
InP/GaInAsP, GaAs/AlGaAs, SiO2/Si and SiNx/SiO2.

Besides the optical properties, there are important electrical and thermal material
parameters to consider for the mirror design. This regards the resistivity, which is
strongly connected to the band structure and thereby indirectly to ∆n, the thermal
conductivity, and the question of how the current confinement can be realised. These
issues will be addressed in more detail in Sections 1.2 and 1.3.

1.2 Design Issues for Long-Wavelength VCSELs

1.2.1 General Designs

During the past years, a variety of VCSEL structures has been proposed and investi-
gated. In this section, I will briefly discuss the different basic device designs that are
depicted in Figure 1-1. However, it is clear that the optimum device geometry will be
dependent on the material system and the device purpose or application. In general,
one can distinguish lasers with electrically conductive epitaxial mirrors from those with
mirrors made up from dielectric materials. Independently of the chosen design, any
structure must ensure current confinement, i.e., the electrically pumped area must be
defined by suitable means. In addition, optical confinement must be provided. The way
this is realised will be discussed in the following.

A device employing two semiconductor DBRs can be fabricated in its simplest form
by a mesa structure as in Figure 1-1 (a) and (b). Here, the etched pillar provides the
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wave guiding as well as the current confinement. Depending on whether the substrate
material is transparent for the emitted light, the laser can be designed as a bottom-
emitting device (a) or it must be designed for top-emission (b). If either can be done, it
will depend on the application (e.g. bottom emission for soldering upside-down for
better heat-sinking, top emission for easier fibre alignment and to avoid loss and scat-
tering in the substrate). Preferably, the light output will be taken through the n-doped
mirror. The advantage of this is that the current can be injected homogeneously
through the p-doped mirror, whereas on the n-side of the device a window or a grid
for the out-coupling of the laser beam must be provided. Commonly this does not af-
fect the homogeneity of the current injection for electrons due to their high mobility.
However, if the light is coupled out through the p-doped mirror, in most cases, this
will lead to an inhomogeneous current injection into the laser due to the much lower
mobility of the holes. Especially in these cases, additional means such as oxidation
layers (e.g., AlAs for GaAs, or InAlAs for InP-based mirrors), have to be taken to
hinder the current from flowing straight down underneath the contact ring and being
lost for the generation of laser light. Solutions based on transparent electrical contacts
have also been demonstrated21.

(d) (e)

(a) (b) (c)

semiconductor
DBR

dielectric DBR

current 
confinement

contact

Figure 1-1 The most important device designs for vertical-cavity lasers. (a) Two
semiconductor conductive mirrors, bottom emission, (b) dito, but top emission with
ring contact (c) ion-implanted, fully planar structure, (d) intra-cavity contacts, and
(e) "etched-well"–structure. The arrows in the structures indicate the current flow.

Figure 1-1 (c) shows a fully planar structure with two epitaxial mirrors. This can be
expected to exhibit better thermal properties than (a) and (b) and is more suitable for
device integration. The current confinement is provided by ion implantation. The active
area is masked prior to the implantation. The implantation converts the material
properties to non-conductive character, thereby forming an aperture for the current
injection underneath the masked area.
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Devices employing one dielectric mirror (e.g., because the loss attributed to p-type
doping in semiconductor mirrors prevents their application) and one semiconductor
mirror will have to contain intra-cavity contact layers as in Figure 1-1 (d). While this
design is compulsory for dielectric, non-conductive DBRs or hybrid* mirrors, it can
also be used for semiconductor mirrors if there are any problems connected to heat
generation in the mirrors, or absorption loss due to mirror-doping (more severe for p-
type doping). As above, additional current confinement has to be provided for impro-
ved performance of this structure.

Designs using two non-conductive mirrors rely on the so-called etched-well
structure as shown in Figure 1-1 (e), where the substrate is removed at the position of
the laser to deposit a second dielectric mirror. Such lasers commonly suffer from poor
homogeneity of current injection as well as device heating.

1.2.2 State-of-The-Art Designs for cw Operation
          at Room Temperature

There were no reported long-wavelength devices for continuous-wave operation at
room temperature when the work on this thesis was started in February 1995.
However, during the course of the work several groups have reported on different
approaches to the realisation of such lasers. These device designs will be briefly
reviewed below. Almost all of today’s state-of-the-art designs employ quaternary
GaInAsP-quantum wells lattice matched to InP as an active material. As mentioned in
Section 1.1.5, this imposes a challenge to the fabrication of highly reflective Bragg
mirrors. So far, the best performing long-wavelength VCSELs employ two GaAs/
Al(Ga)As mirrors. The InP-based active layer has been sandwiched between them by
wafer fusion.

(A) Sub-milliamp threshold current and continuous-wave operation up to 71 °C for
1.55 µm wavelength has been demonstrated at the University of California at Santa
Barbara (UCSB), USA, with such double-fused devices22,23,24. The device structure is
shown in Figure 1-1. The last generation of these devices employs intra-cavity
contacts, and the current-confinement is provided by a partially wet-oxidised
Al(Ga)As-layer integrated into one of the mirrors. The maximum output power of
these lasers is about 500 µW at room temperature. Notably, the fabrication of such de-
vices consumes three substrates.

 (B) More recently, Gore Photonics (USA) presented another double wafer-fused
structure emitting at 1.3 µm25. This design is fundamentally different from all other
approaches in a way that the 1.3 µm laser is optically pumped by an integrated short-
wavelength (850 nm) VCSEL. Output power up to 1.3 mW and threshold currents of
about 5 mA were demonstrated. Note that in this case the threshold current is the one
of the 850 nm pump-laser. This design circumvents a variety of problems attributed to
electrical injection through the fused interface. Difficult tasks such as current

                                               
*a mirror made up by a combination of different DBR-types, e.g. a dielectric on top of an epitaxial
DBR
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confinement schemes, homogeneous injection and heating have to be solved for the
850 nm pump laser only. Optical confinement in the 1.3 µm laser is provided by patter-
ned fusion and enables single-mode operation up to 70 °C. A schematic illustration of
this device is shown in Figure 1-2

p-type
GaAs/AlGaAs
DBR

undoped
GaAs/AlAs
DBR

InGaAsP
MQW

wafer-fused
interfaces

Al(Ga)As
oxide
aperture n-contact

p-contact

     

850 nm pump VCSEL

undoped
GaAs/AlGaAs
DBRs

active
layer
(1300nm)

wafer-fused
interfaces

Figure 1-1 Double wafer-fused 1.55µm
VCSEL22 (University of California, Santa
Barbara).

Figure 1-2 Double wafer-fused VCSEL for
1.3µm by Gore Photonics. The device is opti-
cally pumped by an integrated 850 nm pump-
laser25.

(C) An approach for 1.55 µm employing two partly integrated InP-based DBRs was
demonstrated at the Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (NTT) in Japan.
One of the InP DBRs is wafer-fused onto a GaAs mirror and the other one is topped
with a dielectric SiO2/TiO2 DBR16,26. A threshold current of 8.8 mA and a maximum
output power of 7 µW were obtained. The device structure is depicted in Figure 1-3.

(D) A group at Furukawa Labs (Japan) reported on the realisation of a 1.3 µm VCSEL
without wafer fusion27. As shown in Figure 1-4, two dielectric mirrors (Si/SiO2 and
Si/Al2O3, respectively) are used in an etched well structure (c.f. Figure 1-1 (e)). Since
these mirrors are non-conductive, this type of laser requires two ring-contacts for
current injection as well as an etched hole on the substrate side in order to reduce the
cavity length. This design is sensitive to current crowding and results in a reduced
mechanical stability. The threshold current is 2.4 mA at room temperature and an out-
put power up to 15 µW was demonstrated.

p-InP/GaInAsP DBR

n-type GaAs/AlAs
DBR on GaAs
substrate

InGaAsP
MQW

wafer-fused
interface

n-InP/GaInAsP DBR

SiO2/TiO2 DBR

SiO2

p-contact
AuZnNi

n-contact

    
Si/SiO2 DBR

Si/Al2O3 DBR

InGaAsP
MQW

current blocking
layer

n-contact

p-contact

InP substrate

Figure 1-3 NTT’s design of a 1.55µm VCSEL
with partly integrated InP-DBR26.
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Figure 1-4 1.3µm etched-well structure em-
ploying two dielectric mirrors27 (Furukawa).

(E) Cornell University (USA) de-
monstrated a single-wafer-fused
1.3 µm laser with AlGaInAs-quan-
tum wells and a GaAs/AlGaAs mir-
ror (Figure 1-5)28. The other mirror
is a ZnSe/MgF DBR. The current
confinement is provided by oxygen
implantation (c.f. Figure 1-1 (c)).
The threshold current is around
1 mA for this device.

ZnSe/MgF DBR

p-type
GaAs/AlGaAs
DBR on GaAs
substrate

wafer-fused
interface

n-InP

AlGaInAs
MQW

SiO2

GeAuNiAu

CrAu

p-InP

implanted area

Figure 1-5 Oxygen-implanted 1.3µm VCSEL28

(Cornell University).

Very recently three European groups participating in the VERTICAL (vertical-cavity
laser technology for interconnection and access links)-ACTS (advanced communi-
cations technologies and services) project of the European Community, demonstrated
room temperature continuous-wave operation of 1.55 µm VCSELs. These include:

(F) The Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland, who fabri-
cated a double wafer-fused device similar to (A). The difference is that here the current
confinement is realised by so-called localised wafer fusion29, see Figure 1-6. Neither an
implantation step nor an oxidation layer is required for this design. A threshold current
of 2.5 mA and an output power of several µW have been achieved with this laser.

(G) Alcatel-Alsthom Recherche (France) has developed a laser structure that is fully
monolithic. This is realised by means of metamorphic growth of GaAs mirrors on a
structure consisting of an InP/GaInAsP DBR and the active material30. Metamorphic
growth means the GaAs-material is grown on top of the InP and is allowed to relax by
the introduction of misfit dislocations. Implantation of hydrogen provided the current
confinement. For the device structure, see Figure 1-7. The advantage of this device is
that it does not require wafer fusion or an oxidation layer, neither of which are yet
qualified as standard processes for VCSEL manufacturing. Another feature is the built-
in tunnel-junction, avoiding a p-doped DBR and reducing device resistivity. The efforts
resulted in threshold currents of 11 mA and output power up to 1 mW31.

n-type AlAs/GaAs
DBR on GaAs
substrate

InGaAsP
MQW

wafer-fused
interfaces

p-type GaAs/AlGaAs DBR

interface
oxide

air gaps

n-type
InP/GaInAsP
DBR

p-contact Ti/Au

n-contact 

InGaAsP
MQW

p-InP

n-typeGaAs/AlAs DBR

tunnel junction

n-type
InP/GaInAsP
DBR onInP
substrate

Au

n-contact

n-InP

proton
implanted
region

AuGeNi
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Figure 1-6 Double fused VCSEL employing
localised fusion29 (EPFL). Figure 1-7 Alcatel's design with metamorphic

GaAs mirror30.

(H) The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Sweden, who achieved the goal by a
device design involving a single wafer-fusion step. This structure is part of this work
and will be presented in more detail in Section 2.3.2.

1.2.3 Designs With Integrated Mirrors

Despite the success of the double wafer-fused devices, some problems still remain un-
solved for this technology. These include the possible impact of the fused interface on
the laser reliability as well as the lack of full-wafer scale compatibility. Apart from the
processing being rather complicated, the cost of three substrates involved in this design
has to be considered. For this reason, the device structures without a wafer-fusion step
or at least including only one fused interface are still attractive subjects of research.
However, dielectric mirrors are non-conductive and hence do not offer any possibility
for planar device structures. For this reason, the long-term goal is the achievement of a
fully monolithic structure with two integrated mirrors, making  InP/GaInAsP mirrors
interesting.

Until very recently, it had been doubtful whether cw operation at room temperature
could be achieved using monolithically integrated InP/GaInAsP mirrors. In the past,
several attempts to fabricate devices employing such mirrors have been made32,33,34.
The results, however, were not satisfying; lasing was only achieved at very high
threshold currents or at low temperature. However, today cw operation at room
temperature has been demonstrated: Two of the device designs described above, (G)
and (H), integrate the active layer with a fully monolithic InP/GaInAsP mirror, as it is
desirable from a manufacturing point of view.

Besides KTH’s and Alcatel’s structures a third promising device with an InP/
GaInAsP mirror was developed by a group at the University of Michigan, USA35, who
used a GaAs/AlxOy top mirror, realised by the oxidation of Al0.95Ga0.05As. In this
context it is also worthwhile to mention NTT’s device described in Section 1.2.2 (C)
with two partly integrated InP/GaInAsP mirrors.

Some research is going on directed toward other InP-based material systems where
France Telecom/CNET made progress very recently36. Pulse operation was achieved
up to 55 °C for a fully monolithic device employing InAlAs/GaInAlAs DBRs. The ac-
tive material used in this device is bulk GaInAlAs. Most likely, it will be necessary to
introduce quantum wells in order to achieve continuous-wave operation at room
temperature. Also, the heat conductivity for this quaternary alloy is low, which might
give rise to thermal problems. Another obstacle is that multiple epitaxy (e.g. for
intermediate mirror characterisation) is difficult due to the risk of oxidation of the Al-
containing layers.

Also recently, a fully monolithic laser, based on two GaSbAs/AlGaSbAs Bragg
reflectors, operating optically pumped at 77 K, was reported by Sandia Labs, USA37.
CNET realised a structure based on one DBR of the same material and one wafer-
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fused GaAs/AlGaAs mirror38. A third way (and the most competitive to InP) to go
toward fully monolithic devices is the use of GaInAsN active materials lattice matched
to GaAs. The development of this material is still in its infancy, but progress has been
made also here by Hitachi (Japan) and others39,40. From all these efforts it can be
concluded that there is still a strong demand for monolithic devices.

1.2.4 Gain-Cavity Tuning

Apart from geometry and material aspects, the gain-cavity tuning is a design parameter
of outstanding importance for VCSEL performance. The spectral position of the cavity
resonance (lasing mode), λe, is defined by the geometrical design of the laser resonator.
On the other hand, the photoluminescence (PL) peak wavelength λPL is defined by the
design of the active material. In turn, the gain peak wavelength λp is related to the
photoluminescence peak wavelength λPL by a few nanometers of red shift. Using λe and
λp, the term gain-cavity tuning is characterised by the respective alignment of the
cavity resonance and the gain peak wavelength: λp-λe. This parameter is called the
gain-offset (or the PL-offset, λPL-λe, respectively). It is a crucial parameter in order to
understand the temperature dependent performance of a long-wavelength VCSEL, in
particular for the threshold current41. The importance of the gain-offset originates
from:
 

• the small cavity dimensions of a VCSEL of the order of the photon wavelength
• the strong temperature dependence of the gain/PL spectra due to carrier leakage

across the quantum wells, Auger recombination and  inter valence band absorp-
tion12,13

Let us briefly illustrate how this influences the thermal behaviour of a VCSEL and a
Fabry-Perot (FP) edge-emitting laser, and what fundamental difference this imposes:
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FP:
_______________________________
Due to its large cavity length, the longi-
tudinal mode spacing is small compared
to the line width of the gain. Therefore,
we usually find a cavity mode close to
the gain peak wavelength λp(T), as
evident from Figure 1-1. This holds for
any temperature, and hence the lasing
mode λe(T) always matches the gain
peak wavelength.

 --> The gain-offset is roughly zero
       for all temperatures:

λp = λp(T)
λe ≈ λp

--->   λp-λe ≈  0 for all T

The temperature sensitivity of Fabry-
Perot edge emitters is dominated by the
temperature dependence of the gain
spectrum. It is characterised by the pa-
rameter T0.

Decreasing the temperature leads to an
increase in gain, and since the lasing
mode is always aligned to the gain
peak, the threshold current decreases.
See Figure 1-2.

VCSEL:
_______________________________
The mode spacing is large and there is
usually only one longitudinal mode in
the range of the gain line width (see
Figure 1-3). As in our VCSELs the
gain-peak λp shifts at a higher rate with
temperature than the cavity resonance
λe, the variation of the temperature
leads to a temperature dependent gain-
offset, λp-λe (T).

--> The gain-offset strongly varies
      with temperature:

λp = λp(T)
λe = λe(T) ≠ λp(T)

--->   λp-λe =  λp-λe(T)

The temperature dependent gain-offset
may dominate the temperature sensiti-
vity of the VCSEL. The behaviour of
Ithr(T) is considerably different from
edge emitters42,43,44,45. For this reason,
the parameter T0 has to be used care-
fully and is only a meaningful parameter
for the Ithr(T) characteristics within a
specified temperature range.

Decreasing the temperature leads to an
increase in gain, in principle allowing a
decreased threshold current. On the
other hand, decreasing the temperature
also leads to an increase in gain-offset.
The cavity resonance is no longer
aligned to the gain peak. However, the
increasing gain overcompensates for
the increasing offset down to a certain
temperature, and the threshold current
drops. Then, the gain-offset starts to
dominate and the threshold current
rises again, producing a minimum in
Ithr(T). See Figure 1-4.
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Figure 1-12
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Figure 1-1 Gain and mode spectra for a FP
laser at two different temperatures T2 < T1.
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Figure 1-2 Threshold current as a function of
temperature for a FP laser (schematically).
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Figure 1-3 Gain and mode spectrum for a
VCSEL at two different temperatures T2 < T1.
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The above discussion illustrates the influence of the temperature and tuning on the
VCSEL performance, especially the threshold current showing a minimum for a
particular temperature. For best performance in terms of threshold current and output
power at a given temperature, it is important to realise the optimal match of λp and λe

(i.e., a gain offset λp-λe = 0). Though this requirement seems to be easy to match, it
turns out as a crucial issue depending on the particular design of the device since
during operation of the laser (even pulsed) this condition cannot be maintained easily.
The heating of the active layer and the power dissipated in the cavity result in a shift of
the PL/gain-peak as well as of the cavity mode (the latter is only important for cw
operation, since the cavity does not heat under pulsed operation). For this reason, the
gain-offset should rather be chosen some nanometers to the negative, i.e. λp < λe. In
this way, the gain peak moves toward the cavity resonance as the device heats under
operation.

1.3 Materials Issues

In this section, some materials issues and the specific problems for device fabrication
emerging therefrom will be discussed. The following will focus on InP/GaInAsP,
GaAs/AlGaAs and Si/SiO2 since these are the materials involved in our structures.
Table 1-1 and Figure 1-1 provide material parameters to give an overview. For com-
parison, material parameters employed by some of the designs discussed previously in
Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 are listed as well. The references to recent publications are
given in brackets. The source of the values is given in the superscripts. Values without
superscript are taken from the work in this thesis.

Figure 1-1 Refractive indices and thermal conductivity for dielectric and semiconductor materials.
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Parameter [unit]
(at λ = 1.55 µm)

Doping
level
Ndop

[cm-3]

Refr.
Index
n

Refr.Index
Change
dn/dT
 [10-4 K-1]

Thermal
Conductivity
κ
[Wcm-1K-1]

Absorption

α 
[cm-1]

Material used in this work (other publications in brackets)

Si/SiO2, SiO2/Si3N4, SiO2/TiO2 [Refs. 26, 27]:

SiO2 --- 1.45 a 10 a 0.014 a

Si --- 3.61 a   1 a 0.026 a 300-700 h

Si3N4 --- 1.90 a 0.160 a

TiO2 --- 2.44 a 0.089 a 20 a, 150 g

n-InP/GaInAsP [Refs. 31, 35]:

n-InP 5⋅1018 3.17 c 3 a 0.680 c 8
n-Ga0.356In0.644As0.767P0.233

(1.42µm)
5⋅1018 3.46 c 7 a 0.042 c 8

p-InP/GaInAsP [Ref. 26]:

p-GaInAsP (1.3µm) 1⋅1019 3.46 c 3 a 0.042 c 240
p-InP 1⋅1018 3.17 c 7 a 0.680 c 24

p-GaAs/AlGaAs [Refs. 22, 25, 28, 29]:

p-GaAs 3⋅1017 3.38 b 3 d 0.44 c 25 d

p-Ga0.15Al0.85As 7⋅1017 2.96 b 2 d 25 d

p-Ga0.21Al0.79As 8⋅1017 2.98 b 2 d 0.66 bulk c

0.22 d thin layer
25 d

Material used by other groups:

n-GaAs/AlAs [Ref. 22]:

n-GaAs 1⋅1018 3.38 b 3 d 0.44 c 6 d

n-AlAs 1⋅1018 2.89 b 1 d 0.91 c 3 d

n-AlAsSb/AlGaAsSb [Refs. 37, 46]:

n-Al0.1Ga0.9As0.51Sb0.49 2.5⋅1018 3.65 e 0.062 e

n-AlAs0.56Sb0.44 2.5⋅1018 3.15 e 0.057 e
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Parameter [unit]
(at λ = 1.55 µm)

Doping
level
Ndop

[cm-3]

Refr.
Index
n

Refr.Index
Change
dn/dT
 [10-4 K-1]

Thermal
Conductivity
κ
[Wcm-1K-1]

Absorption

α 
[cm-1]

n/p-InAlAs/GaInAlAs [Refs. 36, 47]:

n/p-GaxIn1-xAlyAs1-y 1⋅1018 3.22 f 0.05 e

n/p-InAlyAs1-y 1⋅1018 3.54 f 0.05 e

MgF2/ZnSe [Ref 28]:

MgF2 1.30
ZnSe --- 2.46 a 2.0 a 0.19 a

Other dielectrics:

Al2O3 --- 1.74 a 0.36 a

MgO --- 1.71 a 0.1 a 0.53 a

SiC --- 2.57 a 0.7 a 2.50 a

BeO --- 1.68 a 0.1 a 2.30 a

CaF2 --- 1.43 a -0.1 a 0.10 a

a values taken from Ref. 48
b values taken from Ref. 49
c values taken from Ref. 50
d values taken from Ref. 51
e values taken from Ref. 52
f values calculated from Ref. 47
g values taken from Ref. 53
h values taken from Ref. 54

Table 1-1 Material parameters for various dielectric and semiconductor DBR materials.

1.3.1 DBRs

To make up a semiconductor DBR on a substrate, one must chose materials that a) are
lattice matched, b) exhibit a large difference in refractive index, and, c), are transparent
to the emitted light. As a rule of thumb for a given compound, the refractive index
increases as the band gap shrinks. This limits the range of the accessible index contrast
in a DBR, since the band gap of the mirror material must be larger than the one of the
active material. As it is clear from the discussion in Section 1.1.6, GaAs-based mirrors
qualify themselves best for DBR fabrication because they offer a much larger ∆n than
InP/GaInAsP mirrors do, yielding wide stop bands, high peak reflectivity and low
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penetration depth. The technology of wafer fusion can circumvent the lack of a match-
ing active material, as in the best state-of-the-art devices (A) and (B) of Section 1.2.2.
The following sections address the different mirror types in more detail.

InP/GaInAsP Mirrors

All electrically pumped devices in this thesis are based on an integrated InP/GaInAsP
distributed Bragg reflector. GaxIn1-xAsyP1-y is a quaternary material, and the energy
band gap E g as well as the lattice constant a0 can be varied independently according to
the formula derived by E. Kuphal55 for E g:

Eg(x,y)[eV] = 1.35 + 0.668 x – 1.068 y + 0.758 x2 +  
 0.078 y2 –0.069 xy – 0.322 x2y + 0.03 xy2

Equation 1-1

and Vegard’s law for a0:

a x y xya GaAs x y a GaP x ya InAs x y a InP0 0 0 0 01 1 1 1( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )= + − + − + − − =

       5.6533xy + 5.4505x(1-y) + 6.0583(1-x)y + 5.8687(1-x)(1-y)  [Å],

Equation 1-2

where the lattice constants for GaAs, GaP, InAs and InP are taken from Refs. 56,57,58
and 59 respectively. For the composition of the quaternary GaInAsP alloy in the DBR,
the three requirements to be considered are:

• The material must be lattice matched to InP, i.e., a0 (x,y) = a0(InP) = 5.8687 Å.
From Equation 1-8 we yield:

x = 0.1896 y / (0.4182-0.0132 y) Equation 1-3

 

• The material must be transparent:

E x f y y eVg ( ( ), ) .= ≥ 08  Equation 1-4

 
 Inserting Equation 1-9 into Equation 1-7 and considering Equation 1-10 yields
y < 0.847 as a requirement.

 

• The small refractive index contrast to InP must be kept as high as possible. The
index contrast for various As contents y can be taken from Figure 1-1. For the
quaternary alloy, it increases with y, i.e., reciprocally with the energy band gap.
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Figure 1-1 Refractive index of GaInAsP lattice matched to InP as a function of
the photon energy with As fraction y as a parameter. Graph taken from Ref. 50.

As these three requirements are partially counterproductive, a trade-off has to be
achieved. For this reason, one has to choose an alloy with a band gap energy as close
as possible to the light wavelength of 1.55 µm in order to achieve the maximum index
contrast and transparency. However, this maximum index contrast of ∆n ≈ 0.33 for
y = 0.847 is still much lower than the index contrast between AlAs and GaAs, which is
about ∆n ≈ 0.49 at λ = 1.55 µm. As a consequence, 45-50 layer pairs are required to
achieve a plane wave reflectivity beyond 99 % (c.f. Figure 1-2). This results in a large
mirror thickness of about 12 µm.

As discussed in Section 1.1.6, the small index contrast also results in a large pene-
tration depth into the multilayer stack as well as in enhanced phase sensitivity due to
imperfect layer thickness. The impact on a finite-area VCSEL structure is the value of
the in-plane reflectivity being reduced by diffraction due to the large penetration depth
(about 1.4 µm). Furthermore, particularly for p-doped material, the loss increases
dramatically in the presence of free-carrier absorption60. As an example, an absorption
coefficient of α = 240 cm-1 for a doping of p = 1019 cm-3 yields 6.5 % loss according to
Equations 1-4 and 1-5, hence preventing the fabrication of p-doped mirrors. For an n-
doped mirror the loss problem is less dramatic (< 0.25 %). From an electrical point of
view, the mobility of the electrons is higher as well as the conduction band offset is
lower in the InP/GaInAsP mirror, and no problems in terms of resistivity arise. No
particular band gap engineering is necessary and the interfaces may be abrupt.

Also from a thermal point of view, InP/GaInAsP mirrors exhibit worse properties
than GaAs DBRs. This is due to the low thermal conductivity of the quaternary alloy.
The bulk heat conductivity of GaInAsP (λ = 1.42 µm) is only κ = 0.042 Wcm-1K-1,
which is lower than the value for GaAs by one order of magnitude48. Also, in a
stratified structure such as a Bragg-mirror, the thermal conductivity is further reduced
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due to interface phonons. The heat conductivity is lowered because the thickness of the
mirror layers is of the order of the mean free path of the lattice phonons61. These
thermal limitations have severe implications on the VCSEL performance where one of
the most important issues is heat dissipation, particularly for cw operation. However,
the fact that this type of mirror can be epitaxially integrated provides a good
motivation to try to overcome these problems. Finally it should be mentioned that a
current confinement scheme is possible, in principle, by the insertion of an InAlAs
layer. However, the oxidation of InAlAs has proven to be more difficult to control as
compared to the case of Al(Ga)As62. At the time, such material could not be fabricated
at KTH.

GaAs/AlGaAs Mirrors

If we take aside the severe drawback of lattice incompatibility to InP, GaAs/Ga(Al)As
mirrors have some characteristics superior to InP/GaInAsP:
 

• The higher thermal conductivity (0.22 Wcm-1K-1 for an Al content of 67 %51)
• The possibility to easily include current confinement by selective oxidation of an

Al(Ga)As layer in the DBR stack
• The number of interfaces required to achieve a reflectivity beyond 99 % is

considerably lower due to a refractive index contrast of 0.39* as compared to 0.29
for the InP mirror

The following discussion will focus on p-doped GaAs mirrors since this is the type of
DBR employed in our structures. The higher index contrast results in a smaller pene-
tration depth, a wider mirror stop band and less phase sensitivity. The loss problem is
less severe for GaAs DBRs for this reason, and the mirror is less sensitive to imperfect
alignment to the cavity mode wavelength. In particular, a p-doped mirror of sufficient
reflectivity can be realised (loss below 0.5 %). However, the electrical properties are
not as easy to handle for GaAs/(Al)GaAs mirrors as in case of the InP/GaInAsP
mirror. Together with the higher effective mass of the holes in the valence band, the
band discontinuities hinder the carrier flow and contribute to the resistivity. The elec-
trical characteristics strongly depend on the doping levels and profiles, as well as on
the material composition and structure at the interfaces. On the other hand, these
features determine the optical characteristics as well, and a trade-off has to be found to
satisfy both the electrical and the optical requirements.

Binary GaAs/AlAs mirrors yield the highest index contrast. Since the energy band
gap is reciprocally proportional to the index contrast, a larger band offset and higher
barriers for the holes are imposed by this. Particularly for p-doped mirrors, binary
materials are not suitable. A better electrical performance is achieved by replacing
AlAs with ternary AlGaAs, which forms lower barriers. The optical properties can still
be sufficient. As a further remedy, band gap engineering is applied aiming at a
reduction of the barrier height (flattening of the bands) in order to increase the
thermionic emission, and a smaller barrier width to enhance the tunnelling probability

                                               
* For 79% Al content
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of the holes. The means to achieve this are mainly specially designed compositio-
nal20,63,64,65,66,67 and/or doping gradings68,69 across the heterojunction interfaces.

It is important to note that a deviation from ideally abrupt interfaces only minimally
affects the optical properties of the DBR because the reflectivity is mainly determined
by the index contrast and by the lowest order Fourier components of the index
profile70.

Current Confinement in GaAs Mirrors

In GaAs-based mirrors, an Al(Ga)As layer can be included which can be converted into
an oxide by exposing it to water vapour at elevated temperatures. The properties of
these oxidation layers have been carefully investigated. There is a vast amount of
publications on this subject, see e.g. Refs. 23 and 71. Apart from their effects on the
current injection, the impact on the laser performance depends on parameters such as
the position within the optical field (node or antinode)72, thickness73 and tapering74.
Positioning the layer in an antinode of the light field, for example, provides maximum
optical guiding due to the index contrast of the oxide, on the other hand it increases the
loss due to scattering. Even though the long-term stability of such oxidised apertures is
still an issue of debate, short-wavelength VCSELs containing oxidation layers have
proven to be a mature technology.

Dielectric Mirrors

Dielectrics offer the largest index contrast of all DBR materials, and, except for Sili-
con, the absorption is in the order of a few cm-1. However, the major drawback is that
they are not electrically conductive and hence inhibit homogeneous current injection
into the laser. Also, the heat conductivity of most materials is rather low as compared
to the binary semiconductor compounds (c.f. Table 1-1). Most of the materials can be
deposited by electron beam evaporation or plasma enhanced chemical vapour depo-
sition (PECVD).

The most common materials are SiO2 combined with Si, Si3N4, and TiO2, respec-
tively26,27. However, the use of Si is problematic. It is favourable due to its high refrac-
tive index, on the other hand, the absorption is fairly high. Alternatively, TiO2 has been
used, being  advantageous due to lower absorption and still offering rather a high index
contrast. Other materials such as Al2O3, MgO, SiC, BeO, CaF2, ZnSe and MgF2 have
been proposed and investigated27,34,75,76. One of the best dielectric mirrors today is
ZnSe/MgF2, offering a large index step and good heat conductivity. This mirror type
was first introduced by a group at the University of Texas at Austin, USA28.
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1.3.2 Active Layers

So far, the focus of research for long-wavelength active material has been in the InP
system, since it is offering a good choice of active materials for these wavelengths.
GaxIn1-xAsyP1-y is the most established, well-investigated and highly developed material
for long-wavelength (1.3-1.55 µm) devices. It is employed in in-plane lasers but also in
most of the current state-of-the-art VCSEL designs. A large number of commercially
available telecommunication-sources are based on this material system. Strained
quantum wells77,78 are used to increase the gain and reduce the loss related to Auger-
recombination and inter-valence band absorption.

Apart from GaInAsP, there is a limited choice of other materials for active layer
fabrication. However, their maturity is lower since most of them are being investigated
only recently. One example is GaInAlAs/InAlAs lattice matched to InP, which recently
has been evaluated in VCSELs both in the form of QWs28 as well as a bulk active
layer36. For the non-InP-based materials, GaInNAs can be grown lattice matched to
GaAs to exploit the highly reflective mirrors. It will most likely emerge as one of the
toughest competitors to GaInAsP once its quality and wavelength range has reached
the same level. However, no VCSEL operating cw at room temperature has been
fabricated yet but pulsed operation at 1.18 µm was reported recently39. The difficulty is
to incorporate high nitrogen content into this material while maintaining high
luminescence efficiency. The longest wavelength for GaInNAs-based lasers reported to
date is close to 1.3 µm79,40. Another material based on GaAs is GaAsSb, where a
1.3 µm multi-quantum well (MQW) structure was presented recently by NEC Labs,
Japan80.



2. Device Design, Fabrication
    and Characterisation

Three generically different types of devices were investigated in this work:

• A 1.55 µm VCSEL with an InP/GaInAsP bottom mirror and a dielectric top mirror
• A 1.55 µm VCSEL with an InP/GaInAsP bottom mirror and a wafer-fused

GaAs/AlGaAs top mirror
• An optically pumped 1.3 µm VCSEL based on InP/air mirrors

The design of the respective mirrors, the active layer as well as the overall device
structure is described in the first sections of this chapter, while the final Section 2.4
addresses processing and material characterisation related issues.

2.1 Mirror Design

InP/GaInAsP-DBRs

The material and design parameters for the InP/GaInAsP DBRs are shown in Figure
2-1. The composition of the quaternary compound was adjusted to y = 0.767 yielding a
band gap wavelength of 1.42 µm to ensure transparency. The resulting index contrast
is 0.29. The layer thickness is given for a centre wavelength of 1.55 µm, yielding a
total mirror thickness of 11.7 µm.
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Figure 2-1 Design of the InP/GaInAsP bottom mirror.

GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs

Several carbon-doped AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs DBRs were fabricated for the realisation of the
wafer-fused devices. The first two generations were in-house grown mirrors, with
design and material parameters as shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 Design of KTH’s GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs of generation II for the wafer-fused devices.
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The total mirror thickness adds up to 8 µm. The valence band offset ∆Ev/∆Eg for
GaAs/AlGaAs as employed in our mirrors is about 0.36, corresponding to an energy
difference of 500 meV20. The interfaces employ a linear grading from Al0.79Ga0.21As to
GaAs within a thickness of 20 nm to reduce electrical resistance. The oxidation layer is
placed within the first AlGaAs layer in the DBR. According to the band structure
calculation in Figure 2-2, this placement reduces the potential barriers considerably as
compared to a position within GaAs. In the first mirror generation, the oxidation layer
was placed close to the fused interface, at a node within the first GaAs layer. However,
the cleaning procedure prior to fusion destroyed these mirrors because the oxidation
layer was too close to the surface, leading to under-etching and oxidation in
dislocations and other defects. For the generation II, the oxidation layer was embedded
in the first AlGaAs mirror layer, close to the second GaAs/AlGaAs interface. This
placement is also close to the position of a node of the optical field. The drawback is
that the layer is slightly more remote from the active layer, eventually giving rise to
enhanced lateral leakage. Also, the optical confinement of an oxidation layer at this
position is weaker than for a layer positioned in an antinode. On the other hand, the
scattering loss at the oxide is minimised by this placement. The topmost 30 nm that are
closest to the fused interface are doped at a level of p = 1·1018 cm-3. Adjusting the
doping level of this fusion layer is a rather intricate issue, as it determines the electrical
characteristics of the fused interface. Extensive work was spent by F. Salomonsson et
al. to investigate these effects81. The first 30 nm above the substrate (the uppermost
layer in the final structure) are doped at a level of p = 5·1018 cm-3 in order to provide
good p-contacts. With the above mirror, room temperature pulse operation was
obtained.
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Figure 2-2 Band structure calculation of the mirror fraction containing the oxidation layer (CNET).

Within the framework of the ACTS-VERTICAL project, the third generation of single
fused VCSELs employed a mirror grown at CNET. For the design of this mirror see
Figure 2-3. These were the mirrors of the highest quality available within the project.
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The lasers employing this mirror finally reached a maximum cw operation temperature
of 17° C.

Figure 2-3 Design of the CNET GaAs/AlGaAs DBR.

CNET’s design employs several optimisations: the doping level is reduced closer to the
active region as well as in the GaAs layers to minimise optical absorption. Measures
were taken to reduce the mirror’s resistivity: the 20 nm closest to the fused interface
are doped with zinc instead of carbon. Also the contact layer is Zn doped for the same
reason. Similar to the second DBR generation, the oxidation layer is positioned in a
node of the optical field at the first GaAs/AlGaAs interface.

Dielectric DBRs

For the dielectric mirrors, three material systems were investigated: Si/SiO2,
SiO2/Si3N4 and TiO2/SiO2. The advantage of Si/SiO2 is that it can by easily deposited
by electron beam evaporation and processed with lift-off technique. Only 4-5 layer
pairs are required to obtain a reflectivity > 99%. Drawbacks are poor layer thickness
control during the deposition, high absorption in amorphous Si and contamination
during the process (see Section 2.4.2). In order to bypass the high absorption loss in
silicon, which is in the order of magnitude of 400-800 cm-1, SiO2/Si3N4 was examined
as another suitable material. Twelve layer pairs are needed for sufficiently high
reflectivity. The deposition was made by PECVD. For processing, the mirror had to be
etched to form the desired mirror geometry. Some problems arose from this, such as
polymer contamination which sometimes inhibited a proper etch process. For some of
the lasers, SiO2/Si3N4 as well as Si/SiO2 mirrors were deposited. No significant
difference in operation characteristics was observed. For this reason, the easier-to-
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fabricate Si/SiO2 DBR was employed. Beyond this, A. Mayer spent considerable work
on the implementation of TiO2/SiO2 mirrors at KTH53. However, no reliably
reproducible deposition procedure could be implemented and these mirrors were not
used for device purposes.

2.2 Active Layer Design

The devices in this thesis rely on GaInAsP-MQWs as an active material. The design of
KTH's active layer has been proven to qualify for implementation in VCSELs as the
world's first VCSEL for continuous-wave operation at room temperature (fabricated at
UCSB) employed active material grown at KTH15. This active layer is a strain
compensated MQW structure, i.e., there is no limitation in the number of wells by any
critical thickness. The As contents in the quantum wells and the barriers are equal,
according to a so-called constant-y design to minimise As/P interdiffusion. Further
details about the growth are given in Section 2.4.1. The package consists of
compressively (about +1 %) strained, 7 nm thick GaInAsP quantum wells and strain-
compensating (about -0.9 %) 8 nm thick GaInAsP barriers. In contrast to edge
emitting lasers, where optical confinement has to be provided, no quaternary separate
confinement layers are employed in our VCSEL structure. This is mainly due to the
poor thermal conductivity of the quaternary material reducing the heat transport off the
active layer. Also, the carrier leakage is lowered by higher barriers.

 Figure 2-1 shows the band diagram and typical parameters for the active regions in
this thesis, most of which consist of nine wells and ten barriers.
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Figure 2-1 Band diagram of the MQW active section.
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The computation shows that due to strain compensation, light holes experience almost
no quantum confinement. The MQW band gap is Eg = 805 meV at room temperature.
The energy distance from the lowest QW states to the barrier band edges is relatively
small (42 meV for electrons and 93 meV for heavy holes), and a considerable amount
of MQW carriers can be assumed outside the QW at high injection. On the other hand,
the distance of these QW states to the InP spacer band edges is relatively large (241
meV and 302 meV, respectively) and no significant carrier escape rate from the MQW
is expected at room temperature.

Studies With Periodic Gain Active Regions

As discussed in the introduction, the short gain region and the losses in the cavity have
to be compensated for by a higher optical gain in order to achieve lasing. Increasing
the number of quantum wells can enhance the laser gain but only the wells in the
vicinity of an anti-node of the optical field will contribute to the gain. This problem can
be circumvented by a periodic-gain (PG) structure, where a second (or more) MQW-
stack is positioned in the next anti-node82. PG-structures in gain-guided edge-emitting
Fabry-Perot structures were studied. The main interest was whether the p-n junction
can be positioned in such way that both packages will be pumped electrically and
contribute to the optical gain. The MQW structure of a single package was the same as
described above. The spacer region in between the two packages was either undoped
or p-doped (2×1017cm-3) in order to shift the position of the p-n-junction and to clarify
its impact on the hole transport, see Figure 2-1. In principle, these considerations can
be transferred to a VCSEL structure. Devices containing such PG active layers are
currently under fabrication. However, the epitaxial growth of these PG-structures on
top of InP DBRs turned out to be non-trivial, the major problem being the growth of
the second QW stack, in most cases exhibiting a poor crystal quality.

Figure 2-1 Single stack (a) and periodic gain (b) active layer,
processed into gain-guided in-plane lasers.
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2.3 Device Layouts

This section describes the device layouts of the structures fabricated during this work.
All laser types employ InP/GaInAsP bottom mirrors except the air-gap laser, which is
based on a so-called air-gap mirror. All data, such as thickness, composition and
doping level in the respective layers of the devices are given in the figures.

2.3.1 InP:Fe Semi-Insulating Regrown Lasers

The first generation of VCSELs was a shallow mesa structure for top emission,
employing a dielectric top mirror. The mesa is embedded in polyimide (type I) in order
to keep the process as simple as possible. For the second generation, shallow as well as
high mesas were regrown with semi-insulating (SI) InP:Fe (type II). As compared to
the polyimide embedding, this regrowth has advantages. Mainly, the heat dissipation of
the device is greatly improved by the high thermal conductivity of the semi-insulating
InP. As type I, also the buried structure of type II provides electrical and some optical
confinement. The latter is of particular importance in order to reduce the pronounced
diffraction loss in the Bragg-mirror. However, the optical confinement is not as good
as for the polyimide embedding, as the index contrast is smaller and present only at
every second layer. Both, optical confinement and thermal conductivity are improving
with increasing mesa height. Another advantage is that radiation damages83 introduced
by high-energy ions of the dry etching process are annealed. This reduces the leakage
current along the mesa sidewalls that is observed in the polyimide embedded lasers.
The effect of the regrowth on the laser characteristics is described in Paper 2. A
schematic drawing of the device layout can be taken from Figure 2-1. The bottom
mirror of the laser is the 50-period, Si-doped InP/GaInAsP distributed Bragg reflector,
followed by the active material (9 strain compensated GaInAsP quantum wells) and the
Zn-doped p-cladding. This cladding consists of an InP layer and an additional
p+-GaInAsP (λ = 1.3 µm) highly doped contact layer. The layer thickness of this p-
cladding followed early calculations on current injection performed by J. Piprek at the
University of Delaware, USA. These devices did not include any in situ current
confinement scheme, as Al-containing material could not be grown at KTH at that
time. Shallow as well as high mesas were fabricated of these structures. The outer
mesa diameter varied from 6 µm to 44 µm. All lasers employ a topside ring contact
and a dielectric Si/SiO2 top reflector as an output coupler. A scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image of the cross section of a regrown laser is shown in Figure
2-1. The results on the type I-device are published in the Papers 1 and 3; results on the
type-II lasers can be found in the Papers 2 and 4.
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Figure 2-1 Schematic structure of the regrown VCSEL type I and II with integrated bottom mirror,
strain-compensated multi-quantum well active, and Si/SiO2 top mirror, regrown with SI-InP:Fe. The
cavity length is 4.5 λ. Type II was fabricated as shallow mesa as well as high (dashed line) mesa
design.

2.3.2 Single-Wafer-Fused Lasers

As the devices in the previous section were mainly suffering from inhomogeneous
current injection and heating, the highly developed GaAs-based DBRs offered the
possibility to easily include a current confinement scheme by oxidation as well as the
possibility of direct and homogeneous injection through the mirror. Lower threshold
currents and reduced device heating were expected for the single fused lasers for this
reason. Another issue was that, in contrast to the regrown lasers, it offers the potential
of quick processing (one to two weeks instead of six weeks or more). The design of
the single fused laser diode is a simple mesa structure for bottom emission as shown in
Figure 2-1, including the most crucial requirements for VCSEL operation, such as
highly reflective mirrors and an effective current confinement scheme. The first two
generations were fabricated with the in-house grown GaAs DBRs and did not operate
continuous-wave in the accessible temperature range. The third generation, however,
employed the GaAs mirror fabricated by CNET/France Telecom. These devices opera-
ted cw up to a temperature of 17 °C. The C-doped GaAs/AlGaAs mirror is fused onto
the basic structure. The lattice-matched basic structure is the same as for the regrown
device in the previous section: A 50-period InP/GaInAsP reflector followed by the
active zone of 9 strain compensated quantum wells. The Zn-doped p-InP-cladding is
grown on top of it. The thickness of the InP on the p-side is such that the fused inter-
face is situated in a node of the optical field in order to minimise loss attributed to this
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interface. The total cavity length is 1.5 λ, much shorter than the one of the regrown
device. For current confinement, an aperture close to the active layer is formed by
controlled selective wet-oxidation of an AlAs layer contained in the GaAs-DBR. The
outer mesa diameters vary between 15 and 70 µm; the current aperture is depending on
the oxidation depth. Results on these devices are reported in Papers 6 and 7.

wafer-fused interface

190.0 nm, p = 1e18cm-3

100.0 nm, undoped
143.0 nm, undoped active layer 9QW
290.0 nm, n = 5e18cm-3

50-period InP/GaInAsP bottom mirror

InP:S substrate

GaAs/AlGaAs DBR

p-contact Au/Pt/Ti/Pt/Au

n-contact  AuGe

20 - 70 µµm

0-54 µµm

InP

InP

oxidised AlAs layer

Figure 2-1 Schematic structure of the single-wafer-fused VCSEL with integrated bottom mirror,
strain-compensated multi-quantum well active, and wafer-fused top mirror. The cavity length is
1.5 λ.

2.3.3 Air-Gap Lasers

The air-gap VCSEL (λ = 1.3 µm) described in this thesis (Papers 8 and 9) is a funda-
mentally different type of a long-wavelength laser and to our knowledge the first
demonstration of this technology for operating devices. In contrast to the previously
discussed structures, two air-gap reflectors define the laser cavity. However, also this
DBR type is based on InP and may be called an integrated mirror for this reason. The
laser structure consists of a GaInAsP active layer embedded between two three-period
air-gap reflectors. Semiconductor air-gap mirrors based on GaAs for 0.8 µm-micro-
cavities have been discussed previously84 but attempts to achieve lasing failed due to
technological difficulties. The most critical procedure turns out to be the drying of the
structure after wet-etching the sacrificial layers. Apart from lasers, InP-based air-gap
structures have a variety of advantages in particular in the 1.3-1.55 µm wavelength
regime. Based on the success of the air-gap VCSELs, an European Community
ESPRIT project was applied for, and subsequently funded. This project aims at the
realisation of micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS). Here, an actuation
principle by electrostatic forces deforms the suspended layers and acts as a tool to
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achieve tunability in optical detectors and filters85,86. Similar structures could also find
application in integrated stress sensors, optical modulators or switches.

In contrast to the previously discussed VCSELs in this thesis, the air-gap laser con-
cept is aiming for optical pumping as it turns out to be extremely difficult to realise
electrical injection. Future devices may use one air-gap mirror only, thereby enabling
electrical pumping. Each air-gap mirror is formed by a stack of InP-layers, separated
by air. In analogy to a conventional quarter-wave reflector, the spacing between the
layers and the thickness of the InP layer correspond to λ/4 or an odd multiple thereof.
Due to the large difference in the refractive index of ∆n = 2.2, very high values of
reflectivity and an extremely large reflectivity bandwidth are achieved with only a small
number of InP-air pairs. The mirrors employ three pairs of a quarter wavelength thick
(λ/4 = 325 nm) air-gap and a 305 nm (3λ/4) thick InP layer. The calculated reflectivity
is 99.9 %. Using three instead of one λ/4 thickness of the InP layers reduced the
reflection bandwidth from 1300 nm to 530 nm and made the mirrors transparent for
the 1064 nm line of the Nd:YAG laser. This bandwidth is still enhanced by a factor of
5 as compared to the InP/GaInAsP mirrors. Also the risk for collapsing is reduced due
to the enhanced mechanical stability of the thicker InP layers. The air-gaps were
realised by selective elimination of GaInAs. The active region consisted of a 1 λ thick
Ga0.292In0.708As0.626P0.374 layer sandwiched between two λ/2-InP layers. A schematic
sketch of the laser structure is given in Figure 2-1.

325 nm

305 nm 

15 µµm

15 µµm

103 nm

InP

InGaAs

InP

Ga0.292 In0.708 
As0.626 P0.374

376 nm

InP substrate

air

Figure 2-1 Schematic drawing of the air-gap VCSEL structure.
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2.4 Fabrication, Material Characterisation

       and Processing

2.4.1 MOVPE - Basic Structures

The basic structure of the devices is grown by metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy
(MOVPE)*. The InP-structures for the regrown lasers were grown in an Aixtron 200
system with horizontal reactor and substrate rotation. The growth was carried out a
pressure of 20 mbar and a temperature of 680 °C. The growth rate is about 0.5 nm/s.
The precursor materials are the gases arsine (AsH3) and phospine (PH3) for the group
V-materials, and trimethylindium (TMIn, In(CH4)3) and triethylgallium (TEGa,
Ga(C2H5)3) for the group III-materials, respectively. Silane (SiH4) was used as an n-
type dopant and diethylzinc (DEZn, Zn(C2H5)2) as a p-type dopant. The structures for
the single fused devices are grown under the same conditions, but in an Aixtron 200/4
reactor87 with a capacity of simultaneous growth on three wafers. The substrate for all
structures was n-doped 2”-InP:S <100>. Details about the growth process are
described elsewhere88.

InP/GaInAsP Mirror

50 layer pairs of InP/GaInAsP have to be grown for the bottom mirror, resulting in an
eight-hour growth run. This puts high demands on the growth rate variation (< 1%) as
well as on the composition control. Besides, material depositions in the reactor must be
minimised in order to maintain a good surface morphology. Despite this, excellent
homogeneity and control of composition and layer thickness has been achieved at KTH
previously due to the extensive work of K. Streubel and co-workers88.

First a ten-period test structure is grown to calibrate the growth sequence for ac-
curate layer thickness. After this, the 50-period mirror is grown. The DBRs are
characterised by high resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and a spectral reflectivity
measurement. In the latter case, a simplified set-up is used. A built-in white light
source of a Hewlett-Packard HP 70951A spectrum analyser is coupled to a multimode
fibre. The reflected light from the mirror is collected into the same fibre either through
the cleaved fibre end or through a collimating lens and detected via a fibre coupler by
the spectrum analyser. For the normalisation of the spectrum, a gold mirror is used. A
simulated spectrum is fitted to the recorded spectrum. The high quality in terms of
material and layer homogeneity is evident from Figure 2-1 as the measured reflectivity
spectrum is agrees very well with the calculated spectrum.

                                               
* also known as metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD)
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Figure 2-1 Measured and simulated reflectivity spectrum of a 50 period InP/GaInAsP Bragg
reflector.

Mirror Characteristics

Since the absolute value of the reflectivity cannot be determined from the quick
characterisation measurement above, a high precision multi-reflection set-up for the
evaluation of the exact peak reflectivity was build up by S. Mogg89. The principle is
schematically depicted in Figure 2-2.

L

n reflections

P n

Source Detector

Figure 2-2 Principle of the multi-reflection measurement for DBRs.

The result of such a measurement is shown in Figure 2-3. The absolute value of the
reflectivity, R, can be computed from the ratio of the reflected power after n reflections
(where n is an integer):

R
P

P
n

n=
0

,     Equation 2-1

where P0 is the incident power on the mirror, and Pn is the reflected power after n
reflections. The maximum plane-wave reflectivity of the mirrors in this work is
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determined according to Table 2-1. For InP, the values vary only on a low level for
mirrors taken from different growth runs.
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Figure 2-3 Measured reflectivity of a Si/SiO2 DBR after n reflections. The
absolute value of 99.87 (± 0.05) %  is calculated using a linear fit.

Attempts to measure the electrical resistance of the p-DBRs were not successful. It is
inherently difficult to measure the series resistance of highly conductive mirrors, and
our four-point test structure was not designed in an appropriate manner for this pur-
pose. Table 2.1 summarises the properties of the mirrors used in the present work.
Notice that the DBR’s specific resistance unit is Ω⋅cm2 since the specific resistance for
a DBR of a thickness lDBR is commonly defined as ρDBR = ρelectric ⋅ lDBR in order to be
independent of the respective mirror thickness.

Mirror Batch
no.

Reflectivit
y [%]

Penetration
depth
[µm]**

Resistivity
[Ω⋅cm2]

Resistivity of
pillar (10µm
diameter) [Ω]

n-InP/GaInAsP 20847 99.6 1.34 8.2⋅10-6 * 9
p-GaAs/AlGaAs (KTH) 1252 99.6 0.97
p-GaAs/AlGaAs (CNET) 4216 99.7 0.92 1.25⋅10-4 ** 160
Si/SiO2 99.8 0.18 --- ---

  *Ref. 90, including contacts (two point-method)  **calculated

Table 2-1 Mirror characteristics for the mirrors in this thesis. The reflectivity is the plane
wave reflectivity measured at an air/DBR interface with the multireflection set-up. Note
that the reflectivity from inside the semiconductor cavity is lower by about 0.3 % since the
first interface is semiconductor/DBR instead of air/DBR.

Active Material

For the growth of the active region, the parameters are the same as for the mirror
(T = 650 °C, p = 20 mbar). The As/P ratio throughout the entire MQW structure was
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kept constant in order to ensure abrupt interfaces without As-carry over and to avoid
inter-diffusion during processing and lasing operation. Details about the QW structure
and the growth procedure are described in more detail in Reference 77. The MQWs
are embedded entirely in InP without any quaternary separate confinement layers. The
emission wavelength is tuned with respect to the fabricated mirror, and the active
material is grown in a separate step on top of the InP-DBR (see “cavity tuning” in
Section 2.4.2). For the regrown structure, the active material was characterised very
carefully in order to obtain information on the thermal behaviour of the lasers. For this
purpose, gain calculations had to be carried out, which are very sensitive to the
GaxIn1-xAsyP1-y MQW layer composition and thickness. Precise information on these
parameters was therefore required to find agreement of simulation and experiment.
There are five free parameters: the thickness of well and barrier, lz and lb, and four
composition parameters (xwell, ywell, xbarr, ybarr) for both well and barriers, where
ywell = ybarr. Using HRXRD, the number of free parameters can be reduced to three by
determination of the MQW period lz + lb and the net strain. Additionally, the peak
wavelength of the PL spectrum is measured, leaving two unknown parameters. Thus,
the X-ray diffraction pattern is simulated for different As contents and QW thickness
and compared to the experimentally recorded spectrum. This kind of rather extensive
analysis was not used in the calibration process during growth of the material. Instead,
each layer was calibrated separately on an InP substrate and it was assumed that the
layer properties will remain the same when grown in the actual device structure. In
contrast, it was observed that the extracted parameters could differ considerably from
the expected ones.

Material Homogeneity

Despite optimised geometry, material flow and temperature distribution within the re-
actor, the MOVPE process is afflicted with inhomogeneity, both for material compo-
sition and layer thickness. The impacts of these are:

• Decreasing layer thickness toward the edge of the wafer shifting the stop band of
the DBR about 100 nm toward short wavelength as compared to the wafer centre

 

• Variations in material composition with radius. Together with the thickness
variation, this influences the energy levels in the quantum wells, resulting in a
photoluminescence shift of about 40 nm toward short wavelength as compared to
the wafer centre

Both effects can be seen in Figure 2-4. A rather homogeneous area is located within a
radius of r < 15 mm. Due to the different inhomogeneity of both the wavelength for
the mirror stop band centre and the PL, it is difficult to achieve a perfect gain-cavity
tuning as described in Section 2.4.2. On the other hand, this circumstance enabled to
obtain a large variety of different tunings that could be exploited to find the best
devices for specific operating conditions and to analyse the impact of the gain-cavity
tuning on the temperature performance on the lasers (see Paper 3).
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Figure 2-4 Impact of material inhomogeneity on stop band centre and PL peak wavelength.

2.4.2 Regrown Devices

The design of the regrown structure is described in Section 2.3.1. Figure 2-1 shows a
SEM cross-section micrograph of a fully processed type II laser.

Figure 2-1 SEM-image of the cross-section of a regrown VCSEL (type II).

The processing scheme down below provides an overview of the process sequence re-
quired for the fabrication of this device. A more complete and stepwise process list is
provided in the Appendix. The most important procedures are described in the
following sections. Standard procedures such as surface cleaning or oxide removal are
only named where they are of particular importance. The regrown laser structure re-
quires between five and seven lithography steps, depending on the mask set and the
design. The size of the processed area is a quarter 2”-wafer. The processing time for
such a device was typically about two to four months.
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Cavity Tuning

The first step after the growth of the basic structure is the tuning of the laser resonator.
As described in Section 1.2.4, this gain-cavity tuning is of great importance. For this
reason the PL of the active material as well as the cavity mode were determined
separately in order to ensure an appropriate gain-cavity tuning.

As the PL of the active material on top of a DBR is always modulated by the cavity
that is formed between the mirror and the semiconductor-air interface on top of the
structure, it cannot be determined by recording the light emission from the entire
structure. A straightforward method was chosen to determine the PL since the epitaxy
reactor runs with three wafers: The half-cavity structure is grown in two epitaxial
steps. The 50 period InP/GaInAsP mirror is grown in a first step. After characterisation
of the spectral reflectivity, the active material is calibrated in dummy runs, with the PL
peak wavelength λPL close to the desired PL-cavity offset. In the actual regrowth step,
the active layer and the p-cladding are grown on top of the mirror. A reference wafer
without underlying mirror is grown in the same run. From this reference wafer, the PL-
spectrum of the QW-structure can be determined accurately. The resonance of the half
cavity (formed between bottom mirror and the air-semiconductor interface, which is
located at an anti-node of the light field for in-phase reflection) is measured in a
standard reflectivity measurement. The entire procedure is done on a particular
position on the wafer (e.g., at r = 15 mm) as a reference standard, because of the
inhomogeneity of stop band position, cavity resonance and PL wavelength across the
wafer.

For the fine tuning, the spectral position of the cavity resonance can be corrected
toward shorter wavelength by controlled thinning of the contact layer using reactive
ion etching (RIE) with methane and hydrogen; CH4 - H2. The cavity is grown rather
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too thick to ensure the feasibility of an eventual etch procedure. Etch steps of around
15 nm are performed, see Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Controlled thinning of contact layer and related shift of
cavity resonance before deposition of the top mirror.

Before each etching step a cleaning procedure of SC23* / H2O / HF / H2O / propanol
has to be applied, otherwise the etch-rate is not reproducible. Figure 2-3 confirms the
precision of the cavity tuning, where the tuned emission wavelength is finally con-
firmed by the laser emission of the fully processed device.
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* SC23 is a special cleaning solution for semiconductors and registered trademark of Tokyo Sangyo
  Yoshi Co Ltd
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Figure 2-3 Alignment of cavity mode and photoluminescence. The gain
peak is about 8 nm toward longer wavelength. The tuning is confirmed
by the laser emission line after deposition of the Si/SiO2 top mirror.
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Lithography, Pass Marks, Mesa Fabrication

A Canon projection lithography equipment is used in all lithography steps for the
fabrication of this device. The original mask size is 4 x 4 cm2, which is projected to
1 x 1 cm2. Commercial resists Microposit 5214, 5218 and 1818 are used. The resist is
spun onto the sample at 4000 rpm to achieve homogeneous coverage. In particular for
small samples this is important in order to avoid resist-built up at the edges and ensure
high-resolution lithography. After exposure, the resist is developed. Adjusting the
exposure and developing times, various resist profiles can be achieved, e.g., for the lift-
off process of a metal mask a negative resist profile is desirable.

Since a set of five lithography masks of glass is used throughout the entire proces-
sing, pass marks have to be etched into the basic structure to ensure accurate align-
ment for all following lithography steps. The pass marks include patterns to evaluate
features such as resolution, resist profile etc. After lithography, the pass marks are
etched by sodium peroxide disulphate and metallised by TiW/NiCr. The surplus metal
is removed in a lift-off step.

For the mesa definition, a nitride layer covered with titanium is deposited by
PECVD and patterned. The nitride layer is then etched by RIE using CF4. The actual
mesa etching is done by RIE at a pressure of 15 mTorr and a power of 150 W with
CH4 - H2, mostly in several steps to control the etch-depth accurately. The etch-rate is
40 nm/min. Mesa diameters between 6 and 44 µm were fabricated. One fraction of the
structures was etched only above the active layer (“low mesa”), another one was
etched through the active and down into the bottom mirror (“high mesa”, see Figure
2-1). Some work had to be spent on the optimisation of the RIE process in order to
obtain smooth and straight mesa edges. The etch chemistry has a strong impact on the
resulting mesa shape, particularly for high mesa structures. After the RIE step the
mesas were clean-etched using citric acid solution and a CH3COOH/HBr solution.

Semi-Insulating Regrowth

For the SI regrowth of the type II lasers, hydride vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE) was
used, which is a valuable tool for the planarisation around mesa structures up to 15 µm
high91. The regrowth temperature was 685 °C, and the V/III ratio was 6. The material
for the regrowth is semi-insulating InP:Fe. The source materials are phospine,
elementary indium and elementary iron for the doping. The iron is exposed to a flow of
HCl, transporting the iron as iron chloride to the reactor. The resistivity of the regrown
material is about ρ = 3.7⋅109 Ωcm92. The nitride mask from the previous step was used
on the mesas for the regrowth procedure. Due to the high growth rate (about 17 µm h-

1 on a planar substrate at a total flow of the N2 carrier gas of 2500 cm3min-1) in HVPE,
the regrowth time is only in the range of minutes. In this short time, diffusion during
growth is kept at a low level. Despite the crystal-direction dependent growth rate, the
result is a very accurate, smooth planarisation of the surface near the mesa. This can be
seen in Figure 2-4. A major concern is to stop the regrowth as close to the mesa
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surface as possible. For this reason, the regrowth rate has to be calibrated carefully. In
the case of an overgrowth, RIE is used to etch the material down to the mesa surface.
Further details about the regrowth can be found in the literature91,92.

Figure 2-4 Surface SEM view of SI-InP:Fe regrown VCSEL structures of a diameter of 15 µm.

Contact Fabrication

For the fabrication of the p-contacts, a nitride layer is deposited to cover the entire
sample area. Rings are opened through this nitride. Standard p-type contacts on the
quaternary contact layer are made by subsequent evaporation of Au/Zn/Au
(5/10/95 nm) into these openings, followed by a lift-off-step. For the n-side contacts,
the standard n-contact AuGe/Ni/Au (12/3/20 nm) is deposited on the backside of the
sample by electron-beam evaporation.
The contacts are alloyed for 30 s in an ambient of 10 % H2 in Ar at a temperature of
430 °C. In a following step, 100 x 100 µm2 bond pads connected to the contact rings
are deposited, electrically isolated by the nitride layer on top of the sample. These pads
are required to easily probe the lasers for analysis.

Si/SiO2 Mirrors

In a last process step the Si/SiO2 top mirror is deposited by electron beam evaporation.
The fabrication of this mirror is problematic due to two reasons. Firstly, the calibration
of the layer thickness is difficult and the variations in thickness are large (up to 20 %).
This shows impact on the resonance of the cavity, hence eventually changing the
intended cavity tuning. Secondly, the mirror is fabricated in the same machine that is
used for the contact deposition in the previous section. For this reason, the dielectric
material may be contaminated and the absorption may vary from run to run. Other
dielectric materials investigated at KTH during the time of this thesis are discussed in
Section 1.3.1. However, these alternative mirrors did not clearly exhibit a better
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performance. Therefore, Si/SiO2 was used due to the possibility of a lift-off step and
thereby an easier processing. Figure 2-5 shows a top-view of processed devices.

Figure 2-5 Top view of processed regrown devices. The large areas at the left and at
the right are test fields for reflectivity and PL measurements, respectively.

2.4.3 Single-Wafer-Fused Devices

Compared to the regrown VCSELs, the processing of the single fused device is much
faster, as it requires only one lithography step (as compared to at least five for the
regrown design). The processed area is about 1 cm2, limited by the wafer-fusion step.
The process scheme for the single fused devices is as follows (a complete process list
can be found in the Appendix)

0.7 mm
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Figure 2-1 is a SEM view of the fabricated devices, both wet and dry etched.

 (a)                        (b)

Figure 2-1 SEM view of single fused VCSEL (a) wet etched mesas (b) dry etched mesas.

InP-Half Cavity

As for the regrown device, the half-cavity structure is grown in two steps. The
InP/GaInAsP mirror is grown first and characterised. The active material’s PL peak is
calibrated for the desired PL-cavity offset. The active and the p-cladding are grown in
the second step on top of the mirror. As before, the PL can be determined from a
reference wafer from the same run. However, the cavity tuning as described in Section
2.4.2 cannot be done as easily, because the structure ends with a surface located at a
node of the light field, in contrast to the regrown laser where the semiconductor-air
interface was at an anti-node of the light field. This is for the fused junction not to
interact with the optical mode. Thus, the cavity resonance for the half cavity can only
be determined if the growth is interrupted at the anti-node before the fused interface.
After analysing the mode position, a quarter wavelength p-InP is added, the thickness
of which has to be calibrated as carefully as possible. During manufacture of these
devices, the calibrated growth rate turned out to be sufficiently reliable, in such way
that the entire cavity up to the node position could be grown without intermediate
check of the mode position. Hence, the cavity tuning for these structured relied on
accurate growth rates which was confirmed by the analysis after fusion.

GaAs/AlGaAs Mirror

The in-house grown 32-period mirror was fabricated by MOVPE at 700 °C and a pres-
sure of 100 mbar. The growth rate was about 1 nm/s. The material composition is
Al0.79Ga0.21As/GaAs. The exact layer thickness, material composition and doping levels
are given in Section 2.1. The structures were grown in a home made system with
horizontal reactor. The precursor materials are arsine, trimethylgallium (TMGa) and
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trimethylaluminium (TMAl). Carbontetrabromide (CBr4) was used as a p-type dopant.
The substrate for all structures was 2”-GaAs:Zn (100). The CNET mirror was grown
under similar conditions. Additionally, diethylzinc was used as a dopant for the contact
and fusion layers.

Wafer Fusion

Shortly, wafer fusion is the process of combining two semiconductors by mechanically
joining them under application of a force at elevated temperature. Subjected to an
appropriate cleaning procedure and other processing conditions, covalent bonds are
formed across the junction, keeping the overall crystalline structure intact. In this way,
the electrical and optical properties of the fused interface can be comparable to
epitaxially grown heterojunctions. The properties deteriorate if defects and impurities
are located at the interface. The technique and the characterisation of the fused
interface have been subject of various publications93,94,95,96. In particular, the electrical
properties of the fused interface were examined extensively in the work of
F. Salomonsson et al.81,97. The results of this work were considered for the design of
the fusion layer in the GaAs/AlGaAs mirror.

The InP-half cavity structure is wafer-fused onto the GaAs/ AlGaAs mirror. The
samples were cleaved into pieces of about 10 x 10 mm2. Channels (10 µm wide,
300 nm deep, 150 µm pitch) were etched into the p-InP cladding on top of the active
layer. HCl : H3PO4 : CH3COOH (1 : 1 : 2) was used as an etchant. These channels are
required for the formation of high quality fused junctions, possibly due to providing an
escape path for desorbed gases and liquids from the interface during fusion. Prior to
fusion, the samples were subject to thorough cleaning. This includes oxygen plasma
treatment for the definition of a reproducible oxide layer, oxide removal by HF : HCl
followed by alignment of the two pieces in NH4(OH). The samples are not exposed to
air during the whole procedure at any time. The importance of cleaning is to avoid
(mainly) oxygen contamination at the fused interface. However, depending on the
GaAs mirror quality severe damage may be introduced by the cleaning since the AlAs
oxidation layer is close to the surface. Figure 2-2 shows the results of a successful and
an unsuccessful cleaning.

(a) (b)
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Figure 2-2 Surface morphology of a GaAs-mirror with dislocations after cleaning prior to fusion
with HCl:HF:H2O (a) no damage (b) severe damage due to under-etching in dislocations.
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The pieces are mounted into a stainless steel fixture (see Figure 2-3). The calibrated
pressure applied to the samples in the fixture is 200 Ncm-2 at room temperature.

elastic top plate

graphite dome

samples

silicon

Figure 2-3 Stainless steel fixture for wafer fusion.

The fusion is carried out at a temperature of 650 °C for 30 min in H2 as an ambient
gas. Further details about KTH’s fusion process, characterisation and structural
analysis can be obtained from Paper 5 and from literature81,97,98.

Polishing and Substrate Removal

After the fusion, the InP-substrate is polished on the backside. Then, the GaAs sub-
strate is removed by NH4(OH) :  H2O2 at a pH of 8.3 in a spray etching procedure. The
etch-rate is about 1-2 µm/min. The etching is stopped by the AlAs etch stop layer,
which is in turn removed by 5% HF, leaving the contact layer of the mirror exposed.
Prior to the exposure to the etchants, the surface has to be either cleaned thoroughly
by boiling trichloroethylene (C2HCl3), SC23 and acetone or, better, the GaAs substrate
is thinned down by lapping for some tens of microns and etched immediately
afterwards. The spray etching has turned out to be a critical step if the cleaning is not
done properly. The impact of such an improper treatment is a locally inhomogeneous
etch-rate, leaving islands of substrate material that cannot be removed. These remains
complicate the following contact-lithography step extremely.

After this procedure, the position of the cavity mode can be determined from a
reflectivity measurement as described in Section 2.4.2. Figure 2-4 shows the perfect
alignment of the cavity mode in the centre of the mirror stop band.
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Figure 2-4 Position of the cavity resonance after wafer fusion and GaAs substrate removal.
The reflectivity spectrum is taken from top side (GaAs mirror). The PL spectrum, obtained
from a reference wafer, is plotted as well to visualise the cavity tuning for cw operation,
where device heating will shift the PL spetrum toward longer wavelength to match the cavity
mode.

Contacts and Mesa Fabrication

The p-contacts on the GaAs mirror and thereby the mesa area are defined in a contact
lithography step. The contacts99 consist of Au/Pt/Ti/Pt/Au (12/4.5/3/1.5/150 nm) de-
posited by electron beam evaporation. The standard n-contact AuGe/Ni/Au
(12/3/20 nm) is deposited on the backside of the sample by electron-beam evaporation.
The contacts are alloyed for 30 s at a temperature of 430 °C. In the first generation,
the mesas are wet-etched into the top mirror using a 5 (H3PO4 : 40H2O) : H2O2 solu-
tion. The etch-rate was determined to be 0.5 µm/min. A major problem of the wet
etching procedure is the undercut and the eye-shaped mesas, see Figure 2-1 (a). In
particular, the undercut requires quite a deep oxidation in order to funnel the current
underneath the smallest remaining diameter of the top mirror. While the mask contains
diameters from 70 µm down to 15 µm, only lasers of mask diameter > 30 µm remained
after the etching. Therefore, dry etching is preferable for straight mesa geometry. A
second generation of lasers was etched by chemically assisted ion beam etching
(CAIBE) at Chalmers University in Gothenburg100 see Figure 2-1 (b). This process
uses chlorine (Cl2) and boron-trichloride (BCl3) in the ratio 2 : 1 as reactive gases. The
substrate temperature is 20 °C.
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Wet Oxidation Process

The first GaAs top mirror layer contains a 40 nm thick AlAs oxidation layer. After the
mesa etching, this layer is oxidised to a depth of approximately 15 µm. Best results
have been obtained for an oxidation layer thickness of about 40 nm, see Figure 2-5.

        

Figure 2-5 Homogeneously oxidised mesa in top-view.

The oxidation is performed in an ambient of N2 and water vapour at a temperature
of 417 °C. The set-up is shown schematically in Figure 2-6. A small rotation pump
provides a well-controlled supply of water. From test runs, the oxidation rate is
estimated to be 2 µm/min. However, the oxidation rate turned out to depend sensiti-
vely on parameters such as sample size, covered area etc. The reproducibility from run
to run is low and calibration is a difficult task for this reason. Furthermore, the DBR in
the real devices is fused topside-down. Thus, the oxidation layer is located right above
the active and underneath the top mirror. The oxidation rate may be different from the
one estimated from the test structures, where the oxidation layer is close to the surface.
Hence, the oxidation depth for the fabricated devices is not exactly known, and also
the undercut as well as the eye-shape contributes to the difficulty of quantitative
evaluation. However, the oxidation depth can be roughly deduced by investigating the
minimum diameter for which mesas still are conductive.

water vapour

N2

furnace

quartz tube

sample

Figure 2-6 Schematic set-up for the oxidation process.
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2.4.4 Air Gap devices

The basic structure of the air-gap lasers was grown in one single run. Ridges of 10-
20 µm width were etched throughout the entire structure by methane-based RIE and
subsequently covered with SiNx. Stripe-shaped openings of the same width were then
etched into the nitride perpendicular to the ridges. On the exposed areas the GaInAs
sacrificial layers were removed by highly selective etching with iron chloride and water;
FeCl3 : H2O (1 : 1). This solution attacks only the GaInAs layers in the exposed areas
without any detectable etch-rate on the quaternary active layer. The most critical
process step is the drying-off of the etched structure. Often, the evaporation of the
rinsing solution leads to a collapse of the structure due to the surface tension of the
liquid. The samples were dried using boiling acetone, which has a low surface tension,
without causing the structures to collapse. Today, another technique, the critical point
drying in carbon dioxide (CO2), is used at our laboratory.  In this process, the acetone
and the sample are inserted into a pressure chamber, where the acetone is replaced
with liquid CO2. The CO2 in turn is exposed to a phase transition beyond the critical
point, circumventing evaporation of the liquid and any implied surface tension
problems101. The area of the suspended InP-layers varied from 5 x 10 to 20 x 20 µm2.
Figure 2-1 depicts a SEM micrograph of a VCSEL with an area of 15x15 µm2.

Figure 2-1  SEM micrograph of a 15x15µm2 air-gap VCSEL.

2.4.5 Characterisation Set-Up

Two set-ups were realised for the analysis of the fabricated devices. For the top-
emitting components, a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled stage as schematically shown in
Figure 2-1 was used. The sample is mounted on a temperature controlled copper
chuck, which is cooled by a stack of Peltier elements. For heat dissipation, these ele-
ments are cooled by LN2. The accessible temperature range of this set-up is [-160 °C ..
100 °C]. A stream of cold nitrogen evaporating from the LN2-dewar prevents ice for-
mation on the sample. By this arrangement, ice-free measurements up to one and a half
hours time are feasible.
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Figure 2-1 Schematics of the experimental set-up for wide-
temperature range analysis of top-emitting components.

The light is collected either by a cleaved multimode (62.5 µm) fibre or a calibrated
germanium detector. The coupling efficiency into the fibre was found to be > 90 %.
Due to the large core diameter, the alignment of the fibre is very quick and efficient
and rather insensitive to the distance. The set-up may also be used for accurate on-the-
spot characterisation of reflectivity (determination of the cavity mode etc.). Figure 2-2
shows an emission spectrum as well as a reflectivity spectrum taken from the same
device without modification of the experiment, where the emission spectrum is the
‘mirror image’ of the reflectivity spectrum. The samples are contacted by a gold or
titanium-tungsten probe from the topside and by the grounded copper chuck on the
backside, respectively. A list of the equipment used for characterisation can be found in
the Appendix.
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Figure 2-2 Reflectivity spectrum and emission spectrum from the same
vertical-cavity laser recorded with the experimental set-up for top
emission (resolution bandwidth 5 nm).
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For bottom-emitting devices, this set-up could not be used and was replaced by a
modified one. Due to its geometry, a cooling as effective as for the top-emitting
components is difficult. Especially the LN2 concept could not be made use of. Hence,
the stage is cooled by Peltier stacks only, resulting in an accessible temperature range
of [-5°C .. 110°C]. The laser is probed from the top, and the light is collected by a
cleaved multimode fibre from underneath the chip, see Figure 2-3. A new set-up is
under construction, and thanks to combined water/cold nitrogen stream-cooling the
operating range will be enhanced to [-25 °C .. 110 °C]

cooler

Peltier
stack

copper
plate

probe tip

multimode fibre

temperature
sensor

VCSEL chip

Figure 2-3 Schematics of the experimental set-up for analysis of bottom-emitting component.



3. Guide to the Papers

The scope of this thesis was the realisation of long-wavelength VCSELs based on the
InP material system. This comprised design, fabrication processes and the characterisa-
tion of the devices. The work focussed on the development of electrically pumped 1.55
µm lasers based on InP Bragg reflectors. However, also a 1.3 µm air-gap device for
optical pumping was realised during the course of this work.
Several approaches were made, starting off with the development of polyimide embed-
ded lasers. A similar structure was regrown with semi-insulating InP:Fe, enhancing the
performance considerably. As cw operation at room temperature was not realised with
these lasers, a single-wafer-fused structure was developed, employing a GaAs/AlGaAs
mirror. This design was the more successful, leading to near-room temperature cw
operation at 17 °C. The subsequent paragraphs sum up the papers published on the
respective laser designs, adding some aspects not addressed in the publications.

3.1 Regrown Devices

The results on the type I and type II lasers are summarised in Papers 1-4. The main
objective of this design was to take account of the possibility of using an InP/GaInAsP
bottom mirror. Such devices are very attractive from a fabrication point of view, since
only standard III-V full wafer-scale processing is involved.

In Paper 1, the first approach to the realisation of long-wavelength VCSELs is descri-
bed. A simple polyimide-embedded (type I) laser is presented and analysed. The pur-
pose was the fabrication of an electrically pumped 1.55 µm-VCSEL. The main result is
the demonstration of pulsed operation in a temperature range of -160 °C to +45 °C,
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and of cw operation up to –22 °C. However, the devices suffered from inhomogeneous
current injection since no current confinement was provided to force the current away
from the ring contact into the inner part of the mesa structure.  Additionally, a large
leakage current along the mesa surface is suspected to contribute to the high threshold
current densities of > 17kA/cm2.

In Paper 2, an improved device design is discussed, employing semi-insulating
regrowth around the laser mesas (type II lasers). The performance of these devices is
improved as compared to the type I lasers, mainly due to the lower thermal resistance.
Continuous-wave operation is obtained up to –9 °C, and the quantum efficiency is in-
creased by one order of magnitude.

In addition to the analysis of the devices with a diameter of 15 µm as presented in
the Papers 1 and 2, one can note that the smaller (10 µm) as well as the larger (20 µm)
diameters show higher threshold currents. The threshold current density increases for
the smaller diameters as is evident from Figure 3-1. This is most likely due to the
combined effect of an increasing the scattering loss at the mesa sidewalls and a higher
proportional lateral leakage current* for smaller mesa diameter. The latter effect is a
consequence of using only a shallow mesa structure. The active layer is not etched
through, and due to the high 2D-mobility in the quantum wells, carriers may easily leak
out from the top-mirror defined mesa area. High mesa structures were fabricated as
well, but did not show any improvement due to process failures.
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Figure 3-1 Pulsed threshold current and threshold current density
as a function of mesa diameter for a SI-regrown (type II) laser.

The room temperature values for the threshold current density (about 12 kA/cm2) are
fairly high compared to values of other designs mentioned in Section 1.2.2. For
UCSB’s wafer-fused devices without oxidised current confinement layer15 the cw
threshold current is 10 mA for a device of 15 µm diameter (Jthr = 5.7 kA/cm2). NTT’s
lasers26 exhibit a cw threshold current of 8.8 mA for a 25 µm device, yielding
Jthr = 1.8 kA/cm2. The reason for this is assumed to be lateral leakage current out of
the defined mesa as well as absorption in the p-doped cladding layers. The doping
levels as well as the layer thickness in the p-cladding followed early modelling of

                                               
* not to be mistaken for the leakage along the mesa side walls
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J.Piprek102. The intention was a rather homogeneous current injection and low
resistance to minimise ohmic heating. However, refined modelling reveals a strong
impact on the threshold current103 due to increased optical loss and suggests lower
doping concentrations. The voltage drop at threshold is only 1.8 V since neither a p-
doped DBR nor a fused interface contributes, as compared to 3 V for the double fused
devices at the time of publication in 1996104 (which has improved to 2.4 V until
today22). The differential resistance at threshold is 108 Ω for the type II lasers. For the
type I lasers this value is lower, 18 Ω. This very low value indicates the contribution of
the leakage current along the mesa sidewall, corresponding to a low resistivity bypass
in an equivalent circuit.

Paper 3 deals with the analysis of the temperature impact on the laser performance,
particularly on the threshold current. The analysis in the paper is based on experiments
and simulation on the polyimide embedded (type I) lasers, but the results are qualita-
tively holding for the type II lasers and the single fused devices as well. The influence
of the cavity tuning on the threshold current is investigated in detail, and the observed
behaviour is explained by a simulation approach. The conclusion is that the common
design rule for GaAs based short-wavelength VCSELs, predicting a minimum of the
Ithr(T)-curve for a gain-offset of zero45,105,106 has to be modified in case of our devices.
For the GaInAsP-MQW structure, the minimum is found to be shifted to about –60 K
away from the temperature where the offset is zero. As compared to GaAs, this
deviation is due to the smaller spectral shift of the gain wavelength with temperature as
well as due to the stronger dependence of the gain peak height on the temperature.

Another interesting topic not addressed in the paper is the temperature rise in the
active layer during cw operation. For the type II devices, a comparison of the thermal
behaviour of the threshold current in the case of pulse and cw operation suggests the
relative temperature rise in the active material to be around 20 K for cw operation:

Tact (cw) = Tact (puls) + 20 K

This can be observed in Figure 3-2, where the curves are shifted by about 20 K.
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Figure 3-2 Threshold current as a function of temperature for type II
devices under pulsed and cw injection. The offset is about 20 K for T > -
30 °C.
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About the same finding is obtained when comparing the quantum efficiencies in cw and
pulsed operation (c.f. Figure 3-3). This temperature rise of about 20 K is consistent
with the result of D. Babic et al.107, whose devices employed identical active material
also fabricated at KTH. Taking into account the temperature rise, a PL-cavity mode
offset of estimated 10-20 nm has to be considered for the design for cw operation at
room temperature (c.f. Figure 2-4).
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Figure 3-3 Quantum efficiency as a function of temperature for continuous-wave and pulsed
operation.

To estimate the maximum temperature for cw operation, Figure 3-4 shows the cw
threshold current as well as at the current for which thermal rollover of the laser
emission occurs for a type I laser. At rollover, the laser operates in a state such that
further injection does not increase the gain more than the loss (i.e., heats the device too
strongly), and the performance deteriorates beyond this point. If we extrapolate the
two curves, we can estimate the maximum temperature for cw operation, Tcw

max, at the
intersection point. This temperature is somewhat higher than the measured one, since
the experiment is not sufficiently accurate as we approach this point.
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Figure 3-4 Threshold current and current at rollover for cw operation of a type II laser.
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However, during the development of the devices, Tcw
max could not always be deter-

mined from the measurements, particularly if it was lower than the experimentally
accessible temperature range and hence no cw measurement could be carried out. This
was especially true for the first generations of single fused devices, which were mea-
sured in the set-up for bottom emission, not allowing for low temperature measure-
ments. As a rule of thumb, Tcw

max  was estimated by the following procedure:

• The two curves: pulsed threshold current as a function of temperature and current
at thermal rollover in the cw spontaneous emission spectrum as a function of
temperature

• Additionally, we know the cw threshold current to be shifted by about 20 K toward
lower temperature as compared to pulse operation (c.f. Figure 3-2)

• The intersection point of the estimated cw threshold with the rollover of the
spontaneous emission

It is clear that this point can only be determined within quite a large error range. Thus,
in the example of the type I lasers of Figure 3-5 we deduce Tcw

max to be around –17 °C
by this method. However, this value is reasonably close to the measured temperature
of -22 °C as well as to the value extrapolated from the thermal rollover of the cw la-
sing line (–19 °C). The comparison for other laser types can be taken from Table 3-1.
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Figure 3-5 Estimation of the maximum cw operation temperature, Tcw
max  from the

pulsed threshold current and the thermal rollover of the spontaneous emission.

Laser design Type I Type II Single fused
KTH mirror

Single fused
CNET miror

Tcw
max [°C] measured -22 -9 --- 17

Tcw
max [°C] extrapolated from

rollover of laser emission
-19 -10 --- destroyed

before rollover
Tcw

max  [°C]extrapolated from
rollover of spontaneous emission

-17 -5 -20 21

        Table 3-1
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Paper 4 investigates the high-speed modulation characteristics of the type II lasers. A
maximum 3 dB bandwidth of 3.4 GHz was found in the measurements in this paper.
Measurements on a larger statistics of devices show the best lasers to exhibit a maxi-
mum 3 dB-bandwidth of 4.3 GHz at a bias current of 25 mA as shown in Figure 3-6
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Figure 3-6 Small signal modulation response, measured (solid line) and fitted (dashed line).

The analysis yields a maximum resonance frequency of 2.7 GHz, implying a para-
sitic-free thermally limited bandwidth of 6.2 GHz. However, the parasitic pole was
found to be 1.2 to 1.7 GHz, limiting the overall bandwidth to 4.3 GHz. At high injec-
tion currents (> 25 mA), the resonance frequency decreases. This behaviour is due to
device heating. The result of our regrown laser is comparable to other long-wavelength
VCSELs. For comparison, the double wafer-fused lasers of UCSB show a modulation
bandwidth of 4.7 GHz at room temperature108, and short-wavelength VCSELs have
been reaching 21 GHz11.

3.2 Single-Wafer-Fused Devices

The results on the single-wafer-fused VCSELs are published in Papers 5, 6 and 7. The
objective of this design was the fabrication of a VCSEL showing improved perfor-
mance as compared to the previous devices. Also, the processing time for the single
fused VCSELs is considerably shorter. The problem of including a current confinement
scheme could be solved by the insertion of a AlAs layer into the GaAs DBR stack of
the conductive top mirror. The device is of a simplified structure as compared to
UCSB’s record-setting double fused VCSEL22. While the temperature range for pulsed
operation is about the same (101 °C), for cw operation, however, it is considerably
lower (17 °C as compared to 71 °C). A major problem of the device based on the InP
DBR is related to the low heat conductivity of this mirror, limiting the performance for
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cw operation. A possible remedy to this is mounting the lasers with the GaAs DBR to
the heat sink, exploiting the better thermal properties of this material.

Paper 5 presents in detail the wafer fusion process used at KTH and investigates the
systematics of electrical conductivity across the p-InP to p-GaAs wafer-fused inter-
faces. It was shown that low-resistive junctions can be obtained through a careful
choice of materials and process parameters, and the findings were later used for the
fabrication of the single-wafer-fused VCSELs.

While the first generation of single-wafer-fused VCSELs was fabricated without any
current confinement layer, the second generation employed an AlAs layer for confine-
ment by oxidation. These lasers are the subject of Paper 6. They operate pulsed at
room temperature and above, exhibiting threshold current densities of
Jthr = 1.8 kA/cm2. The value is considerably lower than the ones found for the regrown
devices. This is due to the improved current injection through the mirror as well as due
to current confinement by the oxidation layer.

The results on the third generation of single fused VCSELs are published in Paper 7.
The lasers employ an optimised GaAs DBR as well as an oxidation layer. The oxida-
tion was carefully calibrated, and as a main result, the devices operated cw up to tem-
peratures of 17 °C. Despite the fused interface, the differential resistance at threshold is
83 Ω, a value somewhat lower than for the regrown type II structures (108 Ω). For
comparison, a 7 µm double fused laser fabricated by UCSB23 exhibits a differential
resistance of 285 Ω, and a single fused 25 µm device fabricated by NTT26 measures to
100 Ω. The voltage at threshold was found to be 3.6 V, as compared to the best
double wafer-fused devices with a threshold voltage of 2.4 V22.

These lasers suffer from severe device heating. As can be inferred from the position
of the laser emission in Figure 3-1, the cavity starts heating at an injection current as
low as 2 mA.
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Figure 3-1 Temperature dependence of the laser emission line under
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The heating increases at a rate of 10 K/mA, indicating the insufficient thermal proper-
ties of this structure, most likely due to the poor thermal conductivity of the InP/
GaInAsP mirror. No line shift is observed as the pulsed pump current is increased.
Under cw injection, the laser operates on a lower energy transversal mode than under
pulsed injection, because under cw operation the gain spectrum shifts toward longer
wavelength due to heating in the active layer. This effect is visible in Figure 3-2. Since
the GaAs mirror exhibits better thermal conductivity, top-down mounting of the laser
is expected to increase the maximum cw operating temperature significantly.
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Figure 3-2 Position of laser emission for continuous-wave and pulse operation.

Another feature that can be observed in these lasers is the occurrence of one or more
“kinks” in the I-V as well as in the L-I characteristics. The effect is only observed in
some of the devices. Figure 3-3 shows a typical measurement.
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single-wafer-fused laser as observed in a pulsed measurement.
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This effect has also been observed for other wafer-fused devices109 and is most likely
related to the fused interface. The mechanism is not yet well understood. Nevertheless,
J. Piprek has modelled this behaviour of a breakdown in current and light output as a
thyristor effect, induced by charges at the interface110.

3.3 Air Gap Devices

Papers 8 and 9 contain the results of the work on the air-gap structures. The purpose
was to fabricate a device with highly reflective DBRs for the long-wavelength range
with only a small number of periods. Being the first VCSEL of its kind, the paper on
the air-gap VCSEL gained considerable attention. The work provided the basis for a
novel class of devices, e.g., electrostatically tunable detectors for wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) applications as pursued by KTH in a European Union sponsored
project (MOEMS, micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems).

Paper 8 deals with the fabrication of an air-gap resonant-cavity structure. The paper
addresses mainly process related issues for air-gap technology as well as the optical
characterisation of the structure. The device exhibited a narrow cavity resonance and
emission of about 2 nm, but was not lasing. Residual GaInAs at the edges of the mesas
and at the interfaces of the suspended InP-layers were suspected to increase the
absorption in the top mirror and thus prevent lasing.

Paper 9 finally presents an optically pumped 1.26 µm air-gap laser, based on the
structure discussed in Paper 8. The laser operated single-mode with a corresponding
threshold current density of about 80 kA/cm2 and output power up to 80 µW.

3.4 Periodic Gain

Paper 10 investigates periodic gain structures for application in VCSELs. The
objective was to evaluate the feasibility and the applicability of such structures where
two packages of active material are placed in two subsequent antinodes of the light
field. The fabricated active layer stacks were analysed in gain-guided in-plane lasers.
As a result, an increase of a factor of 1.5 in the external quantum efficiency and of a
factor of 2 in the internal efficiency for the PG structure was observed, as compared to
the single QW stack. Further, the lasers with a PG active region show a total output
power twice as high as the devices employing only one QW stack. This shows the
feasibility of pumping both stacks, which is an important feature for VCSEL
application. Such VCSEL devices, employing a wafer-fused top DBR, are currently
under fabrication.
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4. Conclusion

In this work, three different types of long-wavelength vertical-cavity lasers based on
InP/GaInAsP DBRs have been successfully fabricated. A semi-insulating InP:Fe re-
grown structure with Si/SiO2 top DBR exhibited cw operation at a wavelength of
1.55 µm up to –9 °C with a threshold current density around 12 kA/cm2. It could be
demonstrated that the regrowth clearly improves the laser characteristics as compared
to polyimide embedded lasers of the same type. A second structure realised for emis-
sion at 1.55 µm is the single-wafer-fused VCSEL employing a GaAs/AlGaAs top mir-
ror, which includes an AlAs layer for wet oxidation to provide a current confinement
scheme. The devices operate cw up to 17 °C with threshold current densities between
2 and 7 kA/cm2. The third device is an optically pumped 1.3 µm VCSEL based on
InP/air-gap DBRs. This was the first demonstration of a long-wavelength VCSEL em-
ploying this technology.

A final remark concerns the future aspects of VCSELs based on InP Bragg reflec-
tors. Looking at the state-of-the-art devices, it is recognised that the leading position is
taken by devices employing GaAs DBRs22,25. Of course, this outcome was not foresee-
able when the work on this thesis was started, in particular since the technology of III-
V wafer fusion was just emerging during those days. On the other hand, the double-
fused VCSELs have not yet found their way to the commercial market, and there is an
obvious opening for simplified processing schemes. The lasers in this thesis were the
first ones based on monolithically integrated InP/GaInAsP DBRs reported to operate
cw close to room temperature. They thereby demonstrate a potential toward the
realisation of fully monolithic devices grown on the same substrate. From further
optimisation there appears to be a good potential to an improved performance. With
no doubt, the development of these VCSELs will continue, and in the end they may
reach commercial maturity. Also other groups30,35,36 have demonstrated that cw
operation at room temperature can be realised, and the major task will be to improve
the thermal properties of the devices to reach operation temperatures for typical
system requirements of 70 to 85 °C. For the devices in this thesis, this implies mea-
sures to be taken such as top side-down mounting to increase the heat transport off the
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active layer, optimisation of the QW design to increase the optical gain and an opti-
mised current injection to aim for lower threshold currents and higher output power.
However, the most successful device of this work employs wafer fusion, and one can
argue why not to concentrate on the double wafer-fused devices instead. Concerning
this, I think that a fully monolithic and planar structure is still the most favourable to
aim for. Therefore, one wafer fusion step less is already a great improvement in terms
of processing complexity, and presumably fabrication costs, as compared to the
double-fused devices. Furthermore, it has been shown in this as well as in the work of
our collaborators in the VERTICAL project31 and by other groups35,36 that devices
based on InP DBRs are feasible without any wafer fusion involved. A critical issue will
be the time lag before these devices can be commercially available.

Going this way, the most attention we have to pay to the development of the GaAs/
GaInNAs devices because they enable the monolithic fabrication of DBRs and active
layer on the same substrate. If this material matures for long-wavelength VCSEL appli-
cation, it is likely to put the double-fused devices as well as the InP based lasers out of
business. From today’s point of view, however, it may be too early to decide which
material and particular design will see its breakthrough to the markets in future. Exten-
sive work on all these approaches is still being pursued both at industrial and academic
institutions. The final outcome of this competition is still an open issue.

Finis coronat opus
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Appendix A: Process Equipment

Equipment used in step no.
Manufacturer/Model

MOCVD 1 (InP, 3 wafer) B1, C1 AIXTRON 200/4
MOCVD 2 (InP) B1,C1 AIXTRON 200
MOCVD 3 (GaAs) C1 Home made
RIE 1: B1.1, B3.7, B3.9 VACUTEC/Home made
RIE 2: B3.11, B4.3, B5.3 PLASMATHERM
RTP B6.2, C6.6 AG Assoc. Heatpulse 410
Sputtering B6.3 ALCATEL
Projection Lithography B2.1, B3.2, B5.1, B7.1, B7.6 CANON FPA 143
Flood Exposure: B2.1, B3.2, B5.1, B7.1, B7.6, KARL SÜSS

C2.1, C6.1 Mod.  401001
Resists B2.1, B3.2, B5.1, B7.1, B7.6, SHIPLEY Microposit

C2.1, C6.1 5214, 1818
Contact Lithography C2.1, C6.1 KARL SÜSS

Mod. 401001
E-Beam Evaporation B6.1, B7.3, B8.2, C4.2, C6.3 BALZERS BAK 600
Metal Evaporation 1 B2.3, B5.4 BALZERS BAE 250
Metal Evaporation 1 B3.4 ALCATEL
Ashing B2.5, C6.2, C6.5 IPC Series 4000
PECVD B3.1, B4.5 VACUTEC VPS 1533-S
HVPE B4.2 Home made
Fusion Furnace C2.4 Rebuilt/Home made
Oxidation Furnace C8.1 Rebuilt/Home made
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Appendix B:  Process List for SI-Regrown VCSELs

1 MOVPE: Basic Structure
1.1 Cavity Tuning (RIE)

2 Pass Marks
2.1 Lithography
2.2 Etching 
2.3 Metal (Sputtering)
2.4 Lift-Off 
2.5 Ashing

3 Mesa Definition
 3.1 Nitride Deposition (PECVD)

3.2 Lithography
3.3 Ashing 
3.4 E-Beam Evaporation (Ti-Mask)
3.5 Lift-Off
3.6 Ashing 
3.7 Nitride Etching (RIE)
3.8 Ashing
3.9 Mesa Etching (RIE)
3.10 Ti-Removal
3.11 Polymer Removal

4 SI-Regrowth (HVPE)
4.1 Cleaning
4.2 Regrowth HVPE
4.3 Ashing
4.4 Nitride Removal
4.5 Nitride Deposition (PECVD)

5 Contact Rings
5.1 Lithography
5.2 Ashing
5.3 Nitride Etching (RIE)
5.4 Evaporation
5.5 Lift-Off

6 N-Contact Backside
   6.1 E-Beam Evaporation
   6.2 Alloying RTP
   6.3 Sputtering TiW/Au

7 Bondpad
7.1 Lithography
7.2 Ashing 
7.3 E-Beam Evaporation
7.4 Lift-Off
7.5 Ashing

    7.6 Lithography
    7.7 Wet Etching SiN 

8 Top Mirror
8.1 Ashing
8.2 Top Mirror Deposition
8.3 Lift-Off
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1 MOVPE: Basic Structure

Mirror no.        Active no. p-clad. no Cap layer         Remarks
……….. ……….. ……….. ………..   ……….

❍ Cleaning before regrowth steps active & cladding:  Ultrasonic(SC23) / {HF} /
 H2SO4 / SC23 / propanol

         
❍ After regrowth of active: PL check on reference piece (removal of p-cladding
    may be required)

Removal of InP-cap: HCl + H2O 3:1, 1min
Removal of p-Q (GaInAsP): H2SO4 + H2O2 + H2O 1:1:3, 2 min
Removal of p-InP: HCl+ H2O 3:1, 2.5 min

1.1 Cavity Tuning (RIE)

❍ Removal of InP cap layer: 4 HCl + H2O @ 5 
o

C
❍ Cleaning before each etch step: SC23 / H2O / HF / H2O / propanol / dry
❍ RIE Parameters: H2 -flow: 35 sccm; CH4-flow: 7.0 sccm; p = 15 mTorr;
    P = 150 W; start time (“run”) when pressure close to 15 mTorr.                
❍ Etch steps: 30-45 s
❍ Reflectivity measurement

2 Pass Marks

2.1 Lithography

❍ Mask: Pass marks
❍ Cleaning: Ultrasonic(SC23) / H2O / propanol / dry
❍ Drying 110 °C, > 20 min   
❍ HMDS-vapour: 2-5 min
❍ Resist: S5214: 4000 rpm, 30 s
❍ Baking (hot plate) 105 °C, 5 min or furnace 90 °C, 20 min
❍ Exposure in Canon: 4.5-5.0 s
    Step length: 10.2 mm (to be used for all subsequent lithography steps)
❍ Baking (hot plate) 140 °C, 3 min
❍ Exposure in Karl Süss UV 30 s without mask
❍ Developer 351 + H2O 1:5, time: 40-120 s
❍ Microscope check
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2.2 Etching

❍ Sodium peroxide disulphate (blue liquid)10 s
    Alternatively: FeCl +  4 H2O: 40 s (crystals might be left)
❍ Microscope check
❍ Cleaning: SC23 / buffered HF + H2O: 30 s / H2O / dry
     (Note: No propanol à dissolves resist!)

2.3 Metal (Sputtering)

❍ TiW 100 nm (2 min 30 s)
❍ NiCr  50 nm (1 min 15 s)

2.4 Lift-Off

❍ Ultrasonic(acetone) / propanol / dry

2.5 Ashing

❍ ---> Removal of resist rests
❍ Asher I (only little resist left): O2-plasma, ~10 min, 200 W
❍ Asher II (much resist left): O2/N2, 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr, 50 W, ~1 min

3 Mesa Definition

3.1 Nitride Deposition (PECVD)

❍ Oxide etching: HCl + 4 H2O (30 s), no propanol!
   (Alternatively: concentrated HF or buffered HF
   (ammonium flouride + HF mixture))
❍ SiN modification: Red (0.32 µm), ~50 min or yellow (0.145 µm), ~22 min

3.2 Lithography

❍ Uses mask: Mesa
❍ Procedure: See step 2.1
❍ Microscope or SEM check: Opening should be 1-2 µm larger than on the
    mask for easier contact ring lithography. Realisation by longer time for
    developing.
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3.3 Ashing

❍ See step 2.5

3.4 E-Beam Evaporation (Ti Mask)

❍ 0.6 µm Ti (3 x 0.2 µm)
❍ Samples to be mounted on metal plate to
    avoid heating (improved heat conductivity)

3.5 Lift-Off 

❍ Ultrasonic(acetone) / propanol / dry

3.6 Ashing 

❍ See step 2.5

3.7 Nitride Etching (RIE)

❍ Etching: 50 sccm CF4, 50 W, 15 mTorr,
    etch rate ~2 min/100nm
❍ SEM check, all nitride must be removed

3.8 Ashing

❍ See step 2.5

3.9 Mesa Etching (RIE)

❍ Etching: H2 : 35, CH4 : 7.0 without argon,
    p = 15 mTorr, 150 W; etch rate ~40 nm/min,
    equal etch rate for InP and Q
❍ SEM check: Several subsequent etch steps to assure etch depth control

3.10 Ti-Removal

❍ H2O2 + KOH

3.11 Polymer Removal

❍ Remove of polymers on mesa sidewalls
❍ Asher II: O2/ N2, 50/100 sccm, p = 500 mTorr, P = 50 W
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4 SI-Regrowth (HVPE)

4.1 Cleaning

❍ Oxide etching: HCl + 4 H2O, or concentrated H2SO4, no HF (etches nitride),
     neither H2SO4 diluted (etches Q)
❍ Clean etch mesa: for Q: Citric acid 50 % 30 ml + 0.5 ml peroxide, 2 min
    (rate 1000 nm/h); for InP: (CH3COOH or H2O) + Hbr, 20:1, 15 s

4.2 Regrowth HVPE

❍ Thickness:
     Rather too thick
❍ SEM check
❍ If regrowth too thick: Etching as described in step 3.9 and SEM check;
     preferably several times, not more than 500 nm at a time!

4.3 Ashing

❍ Removal of polymers (original nitride colour)
❍ Asher II: O2/N2, 50/100 sccm,

         500 mTorr, 50 W, ~10 min

4.4 Nitride Removal

❍ HF

4.5 Nitride Deposition (PECVD)

❍ Oxide etching: HCl + 4 H2O (30 s), no propanol!
     Skip when continuing quickly from 4.4
❍ SiN modification: Purple (190 nm), 30 min

5 Contact Rings

5.1 Lithography

❍ Uses mask: Contact rings I or II
❍ Procedure: see step 2.1

5.2 Ashing

❍ See step 2.5
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5.3 Nitride Etching (RIE)

❍ 1 min ashing (does not remove resist) / etching:
    50 s for 100 nm; ~95 s for 190 nm
❍ Subsequent etch steps; SEM or light microscope
    check (colour!) / not to be etched too long à under-etching of nitride! / 2 min
    ashing after the last etching step only (removal of polymers)

5.4 Evaporation

❍ Oxide etching: HCl + 4 H2O: 1 min / H2O / dry
❍ Process: Thickness Au: 5 nm / Zn: 10 nm / Au 95 nm

5.5 Lift-Off

❍ Ultrasonic (acetone)

6 N-Contact Backside

6.1. E-Beam Evaporation

❍ Oxide etching:  HCl : H2O 1:4,  60 s
❍ Process:

                     Thickness AuGe:   120 nm
                     Thickness Ni:          30 nm
                     Thickness Au:       200 nm

6.2 Alloying RTP

❍ Test run
❍ Process: Temperature: 430 °C, time: 30 s; load samples n-side up

6.3 Sputtering TiW/Au

❍ Process: Base pressure: 5·10-7 Torr; process pressure: 20·10-3 mbar;
    Ar-flow: 80 sccm

                     TiW: Thickness:   50 nm, power:   250 W, time:  1 min 15 s
                     Au:   Thickness:  250 nm, power:  100 W, time:  15 min
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7  Bond Pad

7.1 Lithography

❍ Uses mask: Bond pad
❍ Procedure: See step 2.1

7.2 Ashing

❍ See step 2.5

7.3 E-Beam Evaporation

❍ Oxide etching: HCl + 4 H2O, 1 min / H2O / dry
❍ Process: Ti / Pt / Au

7.4 Lift-Off

❍ Ultrasonic (acetone)

7.5 Ashing

 ❍ See step 2.5

7.6 Lithography (for SiN Removal on Window)

❍ Uses mask: Mesa
❍ Procedure: See step 2.1

7.7 Wet Etching SiN on Window

❍ Buffered HF

 8 Top Mirror

8.1 Ashing

❍ See step 2.5
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8.2 Top Mirror Deposition (E-Beam Evaporation)

❍ Process: HRBAK
❍ Check of process parameters: Number of layers,
     thickness (test run)

8.3 Lift-Off

❍ No ultrasonic (bondpads)! Acetone

Appendix B.1:  Mask Set (Regrown Devices)

d0 d0 - 2µµm

100 µ100 µm

50 µ50 µm
d0   = [6 .. 44]µµm
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Appendix C: Process List for Single Fused VCSELs

1 MOVPE: Basic Structure
1.1 Cavity Tuning (RIE)

2 Wafer Fusion
2.1 Lithography for Channels

    2.2 Channel Etching
2.3 Cleaning Prior to Fusion
2.4 Fusion

3 Polishing Back Side
 3.1 Preparation

3.2 Polishing

4 N-Contact (Backside InP)
4.1 Resist Application
4.2 E-Beam Evaporation

5 Substrate Removal
5.1 Spray Etching 

6 P-Contacts
   6.1 Lithography
   6.2 Ashing
   6.3 E-Beam Evaporation
   6.4 Lift-Off
   6.5 Ashing
   6.6 Alloying RTP

7 Mesa Etching
7.1 Wet Etching of Mesas

8 Oxidation
   8.1 Oxidation Process

1  MOVPE: Regrowth of Basic Structure

InP-Bottom mirror no.      Active no.        Remarks   

GaAs top mirror no                                    Remarks   

❍ Cleaning before regrowth step quarter wavelength p-InP: Ultrasonic (SC23) /
          HF / SC23 / propanol

❍ Check of stop bands/PL of both mirrors (well matching pieces,
     crystal directions), sample size: 10 mm x 12 mm
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2 Fusion

2.1 Lithography for Channels

❍ Uses mask: Channels 2/150 µm (Karl Süss)
❍ Cleaning: Ultrasonic (SC23) / H2O / propanol / dry
❍ Drying 110 °C, > 20 min   
❍ HMDS-vapour 2-5 min
❍ Resist: S1818:  4000 rpm, 30 s
❍ Baking (hot plate) 105 °C, 5 min or furnace 90 °C, 20 min
❍ Alignment of channels along the shorter direction of the sample
❍ Exposure in Karls Süss: 20 s
❍ Developer 351 + H2O 2:7;  30-60 s
❍ Microscope or SEM check

2.2 Channel Etching

❍ Etchant: HCl : H3PO4 : CH3COOH  1 : 1 : 2 ; Etch time: Test piece
❍ Removal of resist (acetone)

2.3 Cleaning Prior to Fusion

❍ Warm acteone (1 min); warm trichloroethylene (1 min);
❍ Ashing 1 h at P = 200 W
❍ Samples into water, oxide etching: (1 HF : 5 HCl : 20 H2O) : 5H2O; 2.5 min
❍ Rinse in water without exposure to air 10 -15 times
❍ Fill container with NH3

2.4 Fusion

❍ Alignment of samples in NH3

❍ Mounting of samples into fixture, tightening
    with torque 45 (corresponding to 200 N)
❍ Purge 2 times (pump down to 5x10-2 mbar; purge with N2)
❍ Fill furnace with H2; start program (set temperature to 540 °C (i.e., 656 °C)
❍ Fusion time: 30 min, ramp up: 30 min, cool down: 5 h
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3 Polishing Backside

 3.1 Preparation

❍ Mounting of sample on Al-cylinder with blue wax (no black),
    surrounded by dummy pieces (700 µm InP wafer)

3.2 Polishing

❍ 3M 261X Imperial Lapping Film Discs, Part No. 051 144 80819
    (Grade 0.3 µm), time: ~1 h

 ❍ Removal from Al-cylinder (warm trichloroethylene and acetone)

4 N-Contact (Backside InP)

 4.1 Resist Application

❍ Coverage of polished InP side with resist, leaving narrow stripe on the edges

4.2 E-Beam Evaporation

❍ Process: AuGe
                     Thickness AuGe:   120 nm
                     Thickness Ni:          30 nm
                     Thickness Au:       200 nm

5 Substrate Removal

 5.1 Spray Etching

❍ Cleaning in boiling trichloroethylene (very important)
❍ Mounting of sample on glass-plate, GaAs substrate-side up, blue wax
    Etching performed in spray-etch apparatus
    Etchant: NH4OH : H2O2 ; mixing: First peroxide, add ammonium
    until pH = 8.3 reached
    Etch time about: 3 h; control of pH, eventually add peroxide (consumed)
❍ Removal from glass plate (warm trichloroethylene and acetone)

 ❍ Removal of AlAs etch stop layer: 5 % HF
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6 P-Contacts

6.1 Lithography

❍ Karl Süss mask (Mesa)
❍ Cleaning:  Ultrasonic (SC23) / H2O / propanol / dry
❍ Drying 110 °C, > 20min   
❍ HMDS-vapour 2-5 min
❍ Resist: S5214:  4000 rpm, 30 s
❍ Baking (hot plate) 105 °C, 5 min or furnace 90 °C, 20 min
❍ Exposure in Karl Süss: Time to be determined by test exposure
❍ Baking 140 °C, 3 min
❍ Flood-exposure in Karl Süss without mask 30 s
❍ Developer 351 + H2O 1:5  40-120 s

6.2 Ashing

❍ O2-plasma, ~10 min, 200 W

6.3 E-Beam Evaporation

❍ Process: p-Ga-M.
                     Thickness Au:       12 nm
                     Thickness Pt:        4.5 nm
                     Thickness Ti:        3.0 nm
                     Thickness Pt:        1.5 nm
                     Thickness Au:      150 nm

6.4 Lift-Off 

❍ Ultrasonic(acetone) / propanol / dry

6.5 Ashing

❍ O2-plasma, ~10 min, 200 W

    6.6 Alloying RTP
❍ Test run before loading samples (p side up)

❍ Process: Temperature: 430 oC, time: 30 s
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7 Mesa Etching

7.1 Wet Etching of Mesas

❍ Test run with a DBR piece to estimate etch time
    Etchant 1: 5 H2SO4 : 40 H2O : 8 H2O2  Time: about 3 min
    Etchant 2 (favourable): 5 (H3PO4 : 40 H2O) : H2O2, time: ~3-12 min

Colour shifts to be observed - eventually stop and check in microscope
Etching to be continued until channels in InP appear

8 Oxidation

8.1 Oxidation Process
❍ Test run before loading samples (calibration of oxidation rate absolutely
     required: ______µm/min)
❍ Process: Temperature: 417 °C, oxidation time: Dependent on desired depth

Appendix D:  Characterisation Equipment

Hewlett-Packard HP70951A Optical spectrum analyser
Hewlett-Packard HP8112A Pulse generator, computer contr.
AVTech AV1000C Pulse generator
Keithley 2400 source meter Current source
Hewlett-Packard HP11982A Amplified light-wave converter
Hewlett-Packard HP8720B Network analyser
Ikegami ITC510 CCD camera
ILX Lightwave LDT5910 Temperature controller
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